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£ Burrill National Bank
ELLSWORTH

offers you every possible
within bouhds of safety.

2% credited monthly

on

banking

•*

accommodation

»

•

W

e

checking

want your business

accts of $500 and

4 per cent., compounded semi-annually, in
/

•

Both Check and

lT. S. Government supervision.
tions yearly. Full particulars, by mail,

over

savings dept.

Saving Departments

are

under

Two examinaor

call.

diamond disc

rnicnu

Strand Theatre.
Diamond Disc phonographs—J A Thompson.
In bankruptcy—Wm 8 Thorne.
Admr notice—Julia A Stewart.
—Sewall L Brimmer.
—Sarah B Carpenter.
-Willis E Bunker.
—Elmer E Smallidge.
—Mattie Alley.
—Margaret A Pierce.
Exec notice —David Aaron Simpson.
—Ellen F Emertou.
**
—Isaac N Salisbury.
Msry C Sparks.
—Mary Eva Camac Lewis.
—William Camac.
"
-James B Thompson.
Notice—O L Milan.
Quardian’s notice—Charles R Cirone.
Lost— Dog.
-Bank-book.
In bankrnptoy—Dudley L Mayo.
J W Tickle—Free literature.
House—For sale or to let.
In bankruptcy—Joseph V Daney,
»
E F Robinson—Sale
Notice of foreclosure—L J Patten.
Sheriff’s sale—Chandler M Wilson.
Lost—Cat.
Hancock County Savings Bank.
Boston. Mash:
John F Jelke Co—Good Luck Margarine.
—

••

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.42 a m. 4.23 p m, Sundays, 8 II am.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10 a
m, 6.22 p m.
Sundays, 6.20 p m.

LlMOUH PHONOGRAPHS

SCHEDULE OF
%T

BLL8WOR m

In

MAILS

POSTOPPICB.

effect Sept. 26,

If*

show you how beautifully clear and full
favorite
music sounds when reproduced on the
your
incomparable Edison. The real tone of the artist is
the tone of the Edison. We will gladly place one
in your home for free trial if you wish.
Let

us

a

..

.. ...

J. A. THOMPSON
ELLSWORTH

MAIN STREET

Going West—10.4L
4.5“ p m.
Going East—6.15 a

K-»p lVn*k

ilt

be sold-for flu after November 13.

Victrola is peer of them all
per week till Christmas, and we will deliver a Victrola
sis records at your home Christmas eve. We
will fit records to any disc talking machine.
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■
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Han you

and

seen

the new candle

Fits any candlestick.

lamp?

Sundays.

m.

ELLS

OHTH

Midnight Tuesday,
ft, 1015.
(From observations taken at the power
station of ^iie Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for ihe twenty four hours
ending at midnight.]
Weather
Precipcondition*
itatiou
Temperature
at
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4
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Thurs
Fri
Sat
Suu
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rain,cloudy cloudy
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cloudy
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snow.rain
fair
fair
clear
rain
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45—

46—

rain

.02

cloudy
fair
clear
fair

.05

employed.
H.

Whittemore, of Bangor, is
a

few
a

in

days.

(registered Optometrists

Miss Carrie Rnssell, of the Union Trust
Co. force, is spending a vacation in Bosf
ton.
Mrs. W. P. Woodward left Tuesday for
a visit of a few weeks with her son Harry
in Hallowell.
Harry C. Austin and family have moved
to the house of Mrs. Henry J. Joy, on
Church street.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hamilton are
receiving congratulations on the birth of
a daughter, on Friday.
Senator Hale hose company will give a
masquerade ball at Hancock hail Wednesday evening, Nov. 24.

Democrats of Ellsworth

for next

Sunday will be based on “Continentalism
and the Consequenoes”.
D. Shirley Norris and wife, of Bar Harbor, spent Tuesday with Mrs. Norris’ parents,
A.
Seal
with

G. F. Newman and* wife.
I. Richardson, who is employed in
Harbor, spent a few days last week
his family in Ellsworth.

Mrs. Lewis Hmith, with little daughter
Teresa, returned Saturday from a visit of
several weeks at her former home in Vir-

To determine who would be recommended for the appointment of postmaster of Kllswortli, a primary election was ordered. The candidates had a
ginia.
meeting and voted to hold the primary Nov. 10. Later, for a very good reason
Station Agent C. D. Wiggin and family
it was postponed. At a meeting of the candidates Tuesday evening, a majorhave moved toS. R~ Whiting’s house on
ity would not agree on or name any date for a primary, for what reason I do Pine street, Mr. Whiting retaining a room
not know. 1 was willing to accept any date they would name. I am very in tbe houBe.
grateful for the support that has beet) tendered me. If the primaries are held,
The ladies of the Methodist church will
1 will be thankful for and fully appreciate the support of all who believe I am serve
supper at the home of Mrs. Mary

worthy and deserving of the appointment

Michaelis, 14 Chapel street, this evening.
Every body is invited.
Mrs. Lydia Higgins, wbo has spent the
E.
with her sister, Mrs. R.
Bummer
Morang, in Ellsworth, left yesterday for

Respectfully yours,
John E. Doyle.

Th© Object of this
Advertisement

Boston for the winter.

C. W. Urindal is building a railway on
property, to accommodate
his steamer, the Actaon, which will be
hauled out there for tbe winter.
his river front

Nokomis Kebekah lodge will have a
i» to inform every reader of The American, who has need of any kind of in- regular meeting next Tuesday evening.
•nrance that all our policies combine broad protection and prompt settle There will be a circle supper at 6.80, followed by the meeting and practice work.
ments with the lowest possible rates.
Ellsworth friends extend congratula-

C.

W.

&

F.

I_.

ELLSWORTH,

MASON,
MAINE

tions to Walter Smith and wife, of Ailston. Mass., on tbe birth of a daughter.
Mr. Smith is a son of Mrs. Annie Smith,
of this city.
The Unitarian club will be entertained

by Mrs. Higgins and Miss Alice Haslam
next Monday evening. The
our of the
club meeting has been changed from 7-80
to 8 o’clock sharp.
Mrs. H. W. Dunn, who has been visitand trienda in MassachuRepresenting some of the leading companies of this and foriegn countries. ing relatives
setts, returned home Tuesday, accomEstablished
1847.
Estate.
Real
Money to Loan on Improved, Productive
panied by her friend, Mrs. Caroline F.
Jelly, of Wakefleld, Mass.

C. c. BURRILL & SON
-IN8U RANC E-

Linnehans AutoLivery
Water St.,
TELEPHONE

’Ellsworth
117

GARAGE 55

WANTE D
Plain Sewing
15 Hancock St.

Tel. 123

preser t, as important
before tbe meeting.

Sunday

in the

at 10.30

o’clock.

Company

ELLSWORTH, ME.

church,
evening at

Methodist

In the

Surplus. $100,000

Capital, $100,000.
Assets,

7.30, motion pictures in two parts; subjects: “Fellow Voyagers,” “Temples and
Statues of Rome,” and “Jerusalem and tbe
Holy Land”.

$1,70?),000

Receives Deposits Subject to Check

Capt. John Peterson, of the schooner
Wesley Abbott, has been at home a few
days the past week while his vessel

loading
had

a

Bangor. Capt. Peterson
gasoline engine for hoisting
at

LIBERAL INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS IN

was

has
in-

department deposits made

which

stalled in his vessel this year.
L. E. Treadwell and wife and Mrs. Eva
Sellers returned last Wednesday from an
automobile trip
White
through tbe
Mountains and Massachusetts. They report fine weather and excellent roads
through the mountains and Massachu

on

or

before the

first of each month draw interest from that date.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

setts.

We

Arthur E. Moore,* who has been foreman
of the Ellsworth Foundry & Machine
Works’ gp rage in Ellsworth, has been
transferred to Bar Harbor to take charge
of their branch garage there. Mr. Moore

can

guarantee

to you the best of

and would very much

appreciate

r

banking service,

your account.

competent mechanic,

Grand Chancellor HowardiF. Sawyer, of
Bangor, paid an official visit to Donaqua
lodge. &. of P., last Wednesday evening.
Past Chancellor Charles A. Wilson, of
Portland, was also present, together with
many visitors from neighboring lodges.

The Ellsworth woman’s club will meet
Tuesday afternoon at tbe home of
former Chief-Justioe 1- A. Emery, with
Miss M. A. Clark as hostess.
Judge
Emery will address tbe club.
next

At the regular meeting of the Woman’s
Alliance of the Unitarian church next

“The best way to accumulate money is to resolutely
and bank a fixed portion of your income, no mat-

save

ter how small the amount.”

A banquet followed the meeting.
The first snow of the season in Ellsworth fell last Friday morning, about 4
o’clock—a sharp flurry that whitened the
ground. The snow quickly changed to
rain, however, aud people who waited
until daylight before getting up missed
the enjoyment of the winter's flrnt snow.
The Woinan’s Alliance of the Unitarian
the fortieth dedication of the vestrv at the memorial parlor
next
Wednesday afternoon, November
17, at 2.30 o’clock. An historical address
will be given by Mrs. E. K. Hopkins. All

Hancock

society

are

cordially

in-

vited to be present.
Mrs.E. G. Nash, manager of the Western
Union telegraph office here, returned
Saturday from a month’s vacation spent
in
Newcastle and Foxcroft, and
in
Miss Mary Drummey,
Massachusetts.
who has been assistant

ing

the summer,
home in Portland.

operator here durleft
Monday for her

Lord was
Representative
operated upon at the East Maine general
hospital in Bangor Sunday morning. He
rallied quickly after the operation, and
his
condition since has been generally satisfactory. His many friends in
Ellsworth hope that bis recovery may be

rapid.

S.

Mrs. Lord is in

Bahgor.
The literature club held its first meeting for the season of 1915-16 at the home
of the president, Miss Mary H. Black,
Monday evening, Nov. 1. The subjects pf
the evening, “Maine in Verse and Story,”
by Mrs. E. K. Hopkins, and “Fisheries”,
by Miss Carrie Baker, were delightfully
Until further notice, the
interesting.
club will hold its meetings at the reading
room at the usual hour, 7.45.
E. F.
RobinsODj jr., has moved his cows
up from his Riverside farm, and is wintering them, with several other cows, at the
creamery buildings on Church street. He
will sell milk and cream during the winter at leabt. In the spring it is probable
that some parties who have already
looked ove rthe situation here may take
over the creamery with the view of establishing a permanent creamery business
here.
“The Love Spell,”

a comedy in two acts,
music, will be presented at Hancock
hall Friday evening, Dec. 10, under the
auspices of Donaqua lodge, K. of P. The
play is written by Hoy C. Haines, and will
There are about a
be staged
by him.

with

The leading woman’s
part will be taken by Miss Bertha GileB,
as
a
business woman in love with a
parson. The part of the parson will be
played by Frank J. Dunleavy.
dozen characters.

Bangor, Ellsworth and
ple showed commendable

Bar Harbor peozeal in the man-

they hustled for and secured
an additional State appropriation of |10,000 for completing the work of road building between Bangor and Ellsworth. This
work already has a splendid start, and
with the new nppropria ion will be continued as late as pusaibie this fall and
completed early tu the spring. This will
do away with the necessity of sending
the tourist and locaLiravel over rough and
dangerous detours next summer and will
ner

in which

mean

unprecedented

business

over

our

State roads to Bar Harbor.—Portland Express.
J. A. Cunningham and wife were given
a. silver .wedding surprise
party last
Friday evening. About thirty friends
dropped in upon them to extend congratulations on the twenty-fifth anniThe invitaversary of their marriage.
tions were confined to neighbors, musical
associates of Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham,
members of Mrs. Cunningham’s class in
the high school, and guests who were at
the

wedding twenty-five

token of

ningham
some

set

years ago.

As

a

Mr. and Mrs. Cunpresented with a hand-

esteem,
were

of dishes.

An

enjoyable

even-

ing

was spent by the party.
The steam road roller in use on the State
highway work at North Ellsworth was

badly damaged by

explosion of dynabeing warmed on the

an

mite which was
boiler Thursday afternoon. A hole was
blown in the boiler, and the engines
badly damaged. The roller was practically new, being used only about two
months on;the Bangor road contract. Its

(Continued

on

page f>.)

We pay interest

VERDICT FOR MRS. PBTTKNOIIilj.
In His $3,000
Slander.
The verdict in favor of Mrs. Imogene W.
Pettengill in the suit for slander brought
against her by her former picture-machine
operator, J. A. L. Terrieo, of Bangor, was
of pleasure by
heard with expressions
Mrs. Pettengill’s many friends in Ellsworth.
%
for
for $5,000 damages
The action
Terrieo

Falls

Suit for

slander

was

based

on a

by
Strand following
the audience

Mrs.
the

statement

made to

Pettengill

at

the

which

is

Oeeanville Men Lost Boat.
Frank and Ray Gross, of Ocean ville,
lost their scallop boat last week, when
they were run down off Owl’s Bead by the
Boston fishing smack Edith B. Thompson.
The scallop boat was drifting lit the
time, while the Gross brothers were making repairs on the engine, which had
It is said that the men
broken down.
aboard the smack were so absorbed watching the battleship Nevada on her trial
runs that they did not see the scallop boat.
The Gross brothers were picked up by the
smack. Their boat sank.

discharge of Mr.

Terrieo last February. The declaration in
the writ, on which
plaintiff based his
suit, was that Mrs. Pettengill had said to
the audience, “In behalf of my new
operator I wish to state that Mr. Terrieo
left my services this morning, taking my
new lens and leaving an old one in its

place,

$1.

Ellsworth, Me.

Established 1873.

Mr.

on

County Savings Bank,

church will observe

Frank

dance after

sermon

sermon

come

friends of the
.45

Austin has gone to Dexter, where

Rev. J. W. Tickle’s

E. F. ROBINSON CO.,
Agents fur Victor Talking Machines.

5.50 pin.

3.55 p

the pictures
at the Strand Saturday evening.
Harry E. Vose and family have moved
to the Wiggin house on High street.

$10 Dinner Sets, „"L $7.50
w

m.

P08T0PFICB

m;

1>»

Knit lug

There will be

THIS WEEK ONLY.

These dishes

Sundays, 8.11

hour before mail closes.

Ellsworth for

We will offer a special price on
articles each week this month.

a

m;

business is to
Next

be

to

and the patrons
Bar Harbor garage of this company
will be assured of efficient service.

Registered mail should be at postofflce half

Milo

WATCH THIS SPACE THIS MONTH

6.22 p

m;

MAILS CLOSE AT

WE AT UK R

in

m.

requested

of the

m.

From East—II.Ida

an

Get Ready for Christmas
Every day is Demonstration Day

4.23, p

a m;

Union Trust

woman’s relief corps Thursday afternoon,
at 2 30 o’clock. Ail members are urgently

is a

15

mails bkcbivkd.

From West—6.42

itibnwinenM

special meeting of the

a

i

!“

Wednesday afternoon. Rev. Alva Roy
Scott, of Bangor, will deliver an address
on “The Unitarian Pilgrimage”.
There will be

OF

f

ellsworth, Maine, Wednesday afternoon, November 10,1915.

Sbbntiftmcnt*.

causing

us

the

trouble,

and I will guarantee that the pictures will
be all right by to-morrow night.”
In answer, the defense stated “that the
tatements spoken or published, alleged
by the plaintiff in his declaration, if so

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Friday evening, Nov. 12, at Society hall
—Monaghan’s dancing school and extra.
Wednesday evening, Nov. 10, at homepf
Mrs. Mary Michaelis, 14 Chapel street—
cents.
Supper by Methodist society;
Thursday evening, Nov. 18, at Hancock
hall—Banjo recital by A. A. Farland, the
“magician of the banjo”.
Friday evening, Dec. 10, at Hancock hall
—“The Love Spell,” an original comedy
by Roy C. Haines, presented by local cast
under the auspices of Donaqua lodge, K.

^

spoken or published, were made without
malice, and if made were true”.
There was quite an array of witnesses
of P.
Mrs. Pettengill, in her
on both sides.
BROOKLIN REUNION.
she
had
that
discharged
testimony, said
Saturday evening, Nov. 13, at Longfelthe plaintiff from her employ because
Brooklin rehe had persisted in running his own pic- low hall, Roxbury, Mass.
ture on the screen, and because he posed union.
_^

manager of the theatre. She said that
the statement which she made in relation

as

fltftmiscnunu

the disappearance oj the lense to the
audience, was that Mr. Terrieo had taken
it by mistake. In her letter she said she
had meant to imply that he had taken it
by mistake.

to

The

case was

tried in the supreme court

in Bangor, being opened
noon, and g >ing to the

Thursday afterjury late Friday

afternoon. George E. Thompson and A.
L. Thayer appeared for plaintiff, and
Percy L. Aiken and Daniel E. Hurley for
defendant.
SUBMARINE BASE AT LAMOINE.

Report From Washington Says This
is Being Considered.
A special despatch to the Portland Express-Advertiser says that the government coaling station site at East Lamoine
is being considered as a submarine base,
on the new defense plan of the government. The despatch is as follows.
The navy department will establish a system of submarine bases along the Atlantic
coast, one at New London already having
been designated. Just where the others will
be located is not yet fully determined, but
there is strong reason to believe one of them
will boon the Maine coast.
In that case, in all probability it will be
placed at East Lamoine, on Frenchman's
bay, instead of on Casco bay, as has been
rumored.
The government owns a large tract of land
at East Lamoine, on which are several good
buildings, and the site of the former coaling
station there could thus be utilized.
The
navy department regards East Lamoine satisfactorily from a strategic point, and would
be averse to recommending the purchase ol
land for a submarine base on the Maine coast
when such a suitable location is already in
the possession of the government.
No definite action in the matter is likely to
take place before Congress convenes in December.

WKhT

KLLSWOKTH.

Mrs. Lillian Conary is ill of grip.
Harvest Hoipe grange will hold a grange
session st West Sorry November 13.

Ueorge F. Dunn end E. F. Smith, of
Swampscott, Mass., returned home Saturday, after spending three weeks at their
cottage at upper Patten pond.
Whenever you have an ache or pain, ask
Parcher’a Drug Store for a plaster to stop it.
Platters tor everything troni 15c to ific each
Advt.
—

*

sMgmwx*
Smith & Head Ellsworth

LADIES
bring

me your sewed
rags
and I will weave them into
handsome rugs or carpets.
Write for prices, etc., or
call and see the attractive
rugs and pillow coversJJI
have for sale. Pillow CoversJin
College Colors a Specialty.

W. A.

Alexander,

88 Oak Street, Ellsworth.

’Phone 84

Motor Boat
TO LET by day
Apply

to

or

week.

ALBERT N. CUSHMAN,
Ellsworth, Maine.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

IPITIO

Ite Motto:

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

Prepared

by

••

41' BT

Rev.

“Helpful and Hopeful.

"

I am very glad to have the privilege
of writing a lesson on l>aniel. even
I 11 K A Utah AS,
though it lie what Is catted a temj»erkill*worth. Me.
ance lesson,
for we shall find much
more in it than api>ears on the surface,
PIBECTIOBS TO A TBAVBLI EB.
lie is mentioned in Ezek xiv. 14. 2t>.
Frederick Lawrence k'noiclet.
with Noah and Job as noted for their
“How far must I follow this dusty w »yt’’
righteousness.
He is mentioned by Till the hills
grow faiut il the twi.igbt gray.
the Lord Jesus in Matt, xxiv, lo. in
connection with the great tribulation “Must I keep the road till it drops from
sight?*’
at the end of this age immediately
At the end of the sky is a path to the right.
preceding the return of the Lord in
His glory, to which l>aniel also refers “And what is the name of the cross-road
there?”
in chapters is. 27; xii. 1.
We recently
The name on the finger-poat is Care.
saw
a
little captive maid glorifying
’And must I travel that new path far?”
the God of Israel under very trying
circumstances, and in this lesson we Till the V* est is bright with the L\euing Star.
see four captive young men glorifying
“And how many miles must 1 journey then?”
the God of Israel under difficulties. Till you reach the Tavern of Ail Good Men.
The Lord i>ermitted this oppression
“And how many roofs shall I have to pass?”
and captivity t>ecause of the sin of But one; that
Hostelry thatched with grass.!
Judah and gave Jehoiakim and some
“And whither thence at the dawn of day?”
of his people and some of the vessels j
The Host, when He wakes you, will point the
of the house of God into the hand of !
way.
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, and |
among the captives were these four
THE TOILER.
young men of royal blood, who were
Clara D. Gilbert.
chosen to stand in the king’s palace
A toiler plodding through a rough, hard road.
and to be taught the learning and
Disheartened, weary, bent beneath his load,
tongue of tlie Chaldeans that they j Paused by the wayside aud bemoaned hia ill.
might stand before the king (verses For endless^seemed the road aud weak his
I
will.
3-C;.

were to have a
three years'
Before him then au earnest pilgrim came:
of preparation for their calling, ! More weary, bent and feeble was his frame.
ami as to their food they were uour- By pity touched, the toiler gaiued the road,
lshed from the king's table daily the And took beside bis own the stranger's load;
Aud lo! with easy step he trod tbe way;
same meat aud wine which be ate and j
A lighter burden bore be all the day.
At least that was the provi- >
drank.
slou made for them. It was humlliatDear Af. B. Friends: $
ing for an Israelite to l,e a captive, it
These poems sent by Aunt Emma seem
was humiliating to have their beauti- i
to being arousidered together.
ful Jewish names, each of which had appropriate
1 think you will read the first one more
God
of
the
true
in them a suggestion
than once, lam interestedly looking and
of Jehovah, changed to names suggeshoping for some “strong poems'7 to be !
this
But
tive of idols (verses 0, 7).
sent
iu.
Please, friends of the !
they could bear without any sin on column, comply witn the
request in last
Our bonl Jesus Christ
their part.
week’s column. Also, 1 hope some of you ;
Himself was taken prisoner, bound |
may be able to furnish tbe poem asked
and led by His captors as they pleased.
tor in the following letter.
They also called Him a devil aud ,
Dear Aunt Madge:
Beelzebub aud said that He was be
Cranberry Isles. Nov. 1,1915.
side Himself. 80 in these two partic
I desire to see a poem entitled, “Worship,
ulara they were foreshadowing the suf- j or a Vision of the Old Home
Church,” by
ferings of Christ.
Clara Marcelle Greene.
My impression is *
we
that it was copied from ‘•Tire Magdalen”.
When we suffer in these ways
Lines of that poem linger in my memory,
have fellowship with Him in His suffrom
and
having committed it to memory long
ferings. When It came to eating
Thinking you may possibly be
years ago.
drinking that which had been offered able to obtain an answer to
my query for the
to idols Daniel purposed in his heart
poem through your column, I take this mode
that he would not defile himself, and of trying for it. Very respectfully yours,
no doubt he had prayed to his God
Carrib M. Richardson.
about this. He asked permission of the
This niece wu an early contributor to
prince of the eunuchs that he and his
friends might be excused from receiv- our column. As long ago as 1904 she was
ing the food from the king's table and one of the Mutuals, and 1 am glad to
be given very plain fare, which had not know she still remembers ua, and trust
passed that way, asking that they •he will come again.
might be proved for ten days. The
A day or two ago 1 had the pleasure of
same God who permitted them thus
talking with P. K. L. over the telephone,
far to suffer for His sake now gave and she was not so very tar away, either.
them favor in the sight of this man. 1 expect to greet her personally very soon.
and be consented to prove them. At
The next will be pleasant reading for
the end of ten days they were fairer you. What a pity some of tbe M. B.’a
did
who
and fatter in flesh than those
hadn't been near by to help Uncle Mark
jat the portion of the king's meat, so pd the dinner!
it was kept from them, and they were Dear Aunt
Madge and M. B. Friends:
given the plain fare, which had not
This is Jest a call, and a small one at that,
been offered to idols. Bee Dent xxxlL for *tis Monday morning, and I've a hired
37, 38. If this is a temperance lesson man, aad the waah—that is ever with os.
1 want to tell yon about getting ready for
the same principle applies to food as to

They

course

j
j

}

j

|

company, that never came. You see, my eonin-law said, when here with the threehing
machine, "We are coming over right eoon,”
and 1 said, "Yes, do.
Why can't you come
next Sunday." He allowed they would. So
ail the week 1 kept sprucing np, for daughter
a—

ii a very -spiny
nouseaeeper, ana some*
times she doesn’t remember that mother baa
farm work to do, men folks to cook for and
slathers of company, and wondera why the
stove isn’t ahined every day, aud the floore
scrubbed, and so on. So I put right in till
things were slick, then went u> cooking.
Dressed two fine chickens, made plum pudding, so aa to have it cold with cream, baked
apples, made fruit cake; iu fact, planned a
regular Thanksgiving dinner.
Oot up Sunday morning and started this
dinner, hurried up the work, got Carolyn
1 ready, worried M. W. so he couldn’t have his
forenoon nap by
saying, “Do shave and
! change your clothes.*’ 1 ben 1 began to look
over the road, but no sou-in-J*w aud family
did I see, so waited ’till tbe eleventh hour
aud decided they wereu’t coming. Sent M. W.
over to Herbert’s to iuvite them over to dinHe
ner, so we wouldn’t have to dine alone.
was gooe some time; came back and said;
“Well. I found them juat sitting down to
diuuer, so we are dished there, but I’ll rub up
my appetite and you’ll think you are feeding

nine turn.

dinner alone, and wasn’t I disapW bile at dinner, M. W. aaid Maude
to Long pond and expect
w* call here, and you’d beat keep the dinner
hot. 1 bey’ll probably be hungry.
Well, I
was
comforted, and put everything about
the stove and waited some more.
And they
didn’t show np.
1
didn’t
left*
Now,
Isn’t it provoking?
get
Never mind, if they come next 8nnday they’ll
get baked beans and sour pickles.
1 most tell you that M. W. has put the well
water Into his tie-up. The aqueduct played
out and last winter he carried water to hia
stock In paila. Juat think how much he will
enjoy this wstsr under cover.
{ I saw Betsy Prig, our new writer, nt Orlsod
fair, and ahe is bright snd smart and n very
“good looker". She has two lovely “kiddies".
Do write again, Betsey Prig, your letters art
needed right now.
Sunshine, where sre you that you haven't
told us shout the new granddaughter?
I
think ’tie your turn. What aay?
Now I oust at the work after I carry the
so wc aie

poiuieo!

ai

a

Andrew are over

Mathers—Watch Irritable Children!
That fever, paleness, grinding of teeth
while asleep, snd coated tongue are indications that your child has worms in its system.
Kicks poo Worm Killer quickly gets rid of
these parasites. It is perfectly safe for even 1
tbe most delicate children. It is pleasant to j
take, has three effective medicinal qualities:
-acts as a laxative, expels the worm*, and!
to lie* up the system.
Begin treatment to-day
snd eliminate the cause of irritablenesa. He.

Tbit column is devoted to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meeting*. Make letters
short and concise. All communications meat
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. At) Communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Cl yfceaacme
cfo yfomen

good

SCHOODIC.

and

The Change of Life.

.Belts villa, Md.—“ By the

use of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound I have successfully passed through a most trying time,
the Change of Life. I suffered with a weakness, and had to stay in
bed three days at a time. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Confound
restored me to perfect health, and I am praising it for the benefit of
other women who suffer as 1 diiL”—Mrs. W. S. Duvall, Route No. L

Beits villa, Md.

The

good-bye

reunion

be*t wishes to all.
Yours ever.
Aunt Mania.

and

pictures

have

been

heard

although it is a personal letter
which contains the information about
them, 1 will share it with you.

from,

and

14 Concobd Swuabb,
Boston, Oct. 3u, ISIS.

Madge:
Saturday morning, when fll good housekeepers are baking and getting ready for Sunday—
and I have Just finished my task correcting
papers. 1 hardly know which is preferable.
Will you forgive a very busy person for
neglecting to send the pictures before? 1
have thought of it many times, bat wanted
Dear Aunt

to write a faw lines to go with them to havt
kept them nntil I codld.
As you see, the first ones, the one which included Mr. Titus and the one he took, are too
dark, as the ann, not liking the idea of satiatreso
ing in taking pictures of
lately hid his face behind a big clond, but ths
third is much clearer And better.
Is It too late to tell yoa that I enjoyed the

the^“devil",

picnic very much indeed. I enjoyed two delightful days afterward in Bar Harbor, and
had automobile tripe to pieces on the island
where I bad never been. And also to Waltham,
Aurora, Clinton, Holden, all new territory to
I think it ie a beautiful country, but
me.
miss the bay.
I was interested to read in the column
about Irish Molly’s daughter Sara, who had
because I
come to Boston to enter school,
have her in my room at Bryant-Stratton comis
school.
She
not
in
mercial
my class, I am
sorry to say. but I hope io see more of her in
a social way outside, as her sister Anna, who
is with her here, was my classmate at E. 8
NS, and I had not seen her since we graduated in 1908 until she walked into my room at
school the other morning—two weeks ago—
with Sara!
Was somewhat surprised.
My school work has not been as heavy as
usual, but will be heavier from now on, as I
have a new claas coming Monday.
With very beat wishes for the column and
the wish that I could write something interesting to help out occasionally (bat I don’t
seem to be able to).I am,
Lovingly yours,
A. M. Y.

I have numbered the pictures so you can
designate them in speaking of them in the
column.
No. 1 contains the editor (Mr. T.)
No. 2 doesn't (but contains A. M. Y.)
No. 3 is the clear one, containing Uncle

Madge.
The pictures

are four cents each, plus
poatage, if any one wants any.

A. M. Y., you do not consider yoars an
interesting letter, bat it has been much
Aunt Madge.
enjoyed by
Rlverview Ixicsl Union.
The sixty-second meeting of the Riveryiew local union, held at North Sullivan
Oct. 29, was a most successful one. Many
delegates were present from Franklin,
Lamoine, Aahville and Mount Desert

Ferry.
The parts assigned on the program
In the evening, Miss
were well taken.
Beulah Rates, the hew Held worker of the
Maine Christian Enaeavor Union, gave an
interesting address.
Altogether, the
meetings were very profitable and helpful.
A new Christian Endeavor society at
Aahville was added to the union.
The Decisive Moment.
Clara—What constitutes the decisive
Dora—
moment In an engagement?
Asking the pater's consent, probably.
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DAINTIES.

salmon, always available,
be made Into so many dainty
and delicious dishes that It can be
used once or twice a week without becoming monotonous. Here are some
recipes for using It in many good ways:

CANNED
can

Broilad Salmon.

Separate the salmon Into neat pieces
and broil quickly on each side.
Prepare some maltre d'botel butter—cream
butter with a little lemon Juice and
minced parsley—and spread It over the
hot. broiled slices of salmon.
Serre
very hot.

to

summery

j

u**

wora u.x.

4J»4,

*

..Scott's

received

Id

iuurs-

Kl)KN.

Twenty-five members were present Nov.
3. with Worthy Master D. G Hall in the
chair.
After business, ore application
was received.
Sister Rich, pianist, who
bad charge of the program for the e ening, furnished an interesting oue of instrumental and vocal music, readings,

recitations, a grange prophecy, and an
essay on good housekeeping. I eanuta and
home-made candies were served,
in two

weeks, Sister Maggie Richardson will provide the

program.

BAT8IDB.

478. KLU4 WORTH.

Nov. 3, thirty-one members were present. Three candidates were instructed in
the third and fourth degrees, after which
the lecturer pro tem. furnished a program
of readings, recitation, stories and a topic.
LAMOIXE. Mi.

Much time

was

devoted at the last meet-

ing to discussion ot stock ot tbe grange
building and tbe advisability of baying in
tbe same, consequently tbe program was
abortened. After current events by the
members. Sister Sarab Young read an article on Mrs. Tom Tbumb, and tbe brothers
discussed the topic, “Tbe advantages and
disadvantages of fail plowing.’' Thirty-;
four were present.

Nov. 5, tbirty-tbree members were present at tbe regular meeting. One application }was received and seven elected to
membership. Tbe first and second degrees were worked on a class of six. At
tbe next regular meetiug tbe first and
second degrees will be worked. No program.
M AMAPAQU A, 477, SOUTH BLl'EHILL.
Hallowe'en night
was
fittingly observed at
Masaapaqua grange witb a
black-cat march by ten ladies; “history of
ballowe’en,” by L. H. Sibley; songs;
music, piano and violin; fortune-telling
and a dialogue. Refreshments were served.
Visitors were present from Brewer, North
Bluebill and Sedgwick granges.

BCXXIC, 528, WALTHAM.
Tbe Pomona grange held Nov. 8 was well
attended, and many of tbe visiting patrons remained until after tbe evening
session, there being about one hundred
and seventy-five people present in tbe
evening. Tbe program was excellent,
oonsiating ot aouga, readings and a farce,
“Jumbo Jum.” Members from thirteen
granges were present during tbe day or

Baksd In Pepper*.
Parboil green peppers of the sweet
variety after cutting them In half and
removing the seeds, which are often
hot
In ten minutes drain them, dip evening.
quickly Into cold water and drain.
Then mix salmon with an equal
Avuld Kerosene In Washing Tires.
amount of breadcrumbs, moisten well
Ellsworth Foundry A Machine
Tbe
with melted butter and a little cream. Works, ;iocal selling agents for tbe
Put In a baking dish, buttered, pour In Mlchelin Tire Co., eaye that washing tires
a very little water and cook until the and
washing a car are two different propo-

Wkat 1 'on save in coal and
clothes bills, and other
winter necessities in the East,
will pay for a few month,'
stay ia California.

I

You ess go there ea the Celt iornis
Limited resin of lusury. or tr,v,|
economically ia a tourist sleeper
Fred Heresy meals, toe.
The Grand Canyon of Arison, is oa
your way. Ask ms far folder.

I

extra

1W
SX

A~'
MA**n?**FXtBarts,

WrtUe«ta Start.

DO YOU FEI L
LOOK TO

!
j
j

sruowick, 244.

Tour letter win oe opened, read and answered <
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
’tis

balloted on,

one

s^!

guard
easily fallow,

so£.„,^

KLIN.
were

ladies of the grange circle w ill bold tbeir
annual sale and supper Nov. 18, afternoon
and evening.

aous

so

KUAN

BCHOOUIC. 4US. WIXTEH HAKBOK.
Nov. 4, the second and third degrees
were
conferred upon
one
candidate.
Tbe
Eighteen members were present.

For 30 rears Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable <
Compound has been the standard remedy for female ills. No one sick with woman’s ailments i
does justice to herself if she does not try this famedicine made from roots and herbs, it
M restored so many suffering women to health.
•Write to LYDIA E. PINK HAM MEDICINE CO. I
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.

wail,

42U,

to

Scott a Emulsion contains pure cot
oil which peculiarly etrengthrn,
piratory tract and improper the quality ol
the blood: the glycerine in it
bmi* the tender membranes ol the
throat
is prescribed by the best
spectal!
Ms. Yon can get it at any drag store
•■«ta»»ww..Moomlel4.K j

degrees in be bear future.
A very lively program w«# pr seined by
A rising vote ol
ti>e lecturer pro tem
thanks was tendered KveMi Tracey sun
Howard Cousins for (be iresi furmahfd.

I

the time. The doctors said I had poor blood and what I had was
turning to water. I took different medicines which did not help me,
but Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound made me well and
strong, and I am recommending it to my friends.”—ilrs. F&an
Chack, R. No. 2, Macedon, N.Y.

consumption which

four to take the

when your head aches constantly, you are nervous, depressed and suffer from those dreadful bearing down pains,
don’t forget that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
is the safest and surest
remedy, and has carried hundreds
of women safely through this critical period.
Read what these three women say:

Made Me Well and Strong.
Mackdox, N.Y.—“I was all run down and very thin in flesh, nervous, no appetite, could not sleep and was wealt, and felt taylly all

with the
strengthening
5-toeut
of Scott's Emulsion to

reason.

Nov. 4, three application*

remedy for the horrors that
life, when through the long
though your back would break,

and summer and every one remarked a!>out my appearance. I suffered from a female trouble and always had pains in my back, no
appetite and at times was very weak.
*1 was visiting at a friend’s house one day and she thought I needed
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I took it and have gained
eight pounds, have a good appetite and am feeling better every day.
Everybody is asking me what I am doing and I recommend Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. You may publish this letter if you
wish and I hope others who have the same
complaint will see it and
get health from your medicine as I did.”—Mrs. A. Hornung. 91
Stanton St, Buffalo, N. Y.

Do colds settle on your cheat or in
*
bronchial tubes? Do coughs hang
~
an you subject to throat
troubles* *
Such troubles should hare imme«!i.i.

Saturday, Dec. 11 -Meeting o» Hancock
Pomona grange witn Castiue grange.

When you have found no
oppress you during change of
hours of the day it seems as

From Mrs. Homung, Buffalo, N. Y.
Buttalo, N. Y.—“I am writing to let you know how much your
medicine has done for me.
I failed terribly during the last winter

HAVE YOU WEAK LUNGS?

pecially

Those of Middle Age Especially.

|

drink.
To my mind It is a lesson on uie necessity of keeping one's self wholly
for God In every particular and of being willing to submit cheerfully to difficult circumstance* for His sake. In
chapter x. 2. 3, Daniel says that for
three weeks be did without pleasant
bread or flesh or wine, while he mourned and waited upon God for a special
purpose, implying that he did not always see the necessity of denying himself food that could hnve the blessing
of God. As to the sin of Intemperance
or self Indulgence In any matter, the
teaching of scripture Is very plain, and
the filthiness and beastliness of strong
drink conld scarcely be more vividly
described or condemned than In Isn. v.
11, 12. 22, 23; xxviii, 7. 8. The only
remedy Is In Christ Jesus, who alone
can forgive sin and give the sinner a
new nature and such a
puri>ose to
keep one's self wholly for Him as
Daniel had.
Though he stood before the earthly
king In a place of honor, he stood more
consciously before the King of klnc->
for whose sake he In Ills old ace w"n>
to the lion's den rather {hnn dishonor
him by any fenr of man. for whose
Bake his three friends went to the fiery
furnace rather than bow down to any
image which man might set up. No
doubt Daniel and his friends were
prayerfully diligent In their Chaldean
studies, but God gave them knowledge
and skill In all learning and wisdom,
and He gave Daniel understanding In
all visions and dreams, so that these
young men were ten times better than
atl the magicians and astrologers In
On
the whole realm (verses 17. 201.
three different occasions related In this
book, when all the wisdom of Babylon’s wise men failed, Daniel did not
fall once because his God never failed
him
Any believer who Is willing to
pay the price by aelf denial and Indifference to what others say or think of
you and a purpose of heart to see no
one but Jesus only and covet only His
approval may know the power of God
is others cannot. The whole coat of salvation fell upon Jesns Christ, and we
receive freely what He so fully provided and paid for. But to be His faithful
witnesses we must have the devotion,
aelf denial and continuance of Daniel.

Among tl)f Grangers.

MAMKh.

communications, and lia*ucv«-»- 'tepenria largely
Com- j
on the support given U in this re-pect
muulcatlons n ust t*e slgnmt, but the name of
writer will not b* prti ted escept by pt rmlwion.
Communications will be subject to approxal or
rejection by the ed tor of ih» column, out uone
Address
will oe rejected whhout *ood r» a-ou
ail communication* t«>

Text of the Lesson, Dan. i, 8-20—Memory Veree, 15—Golden Text, | Cor. xvi,
D. M. Stearns.

BT

The purposes of this column are succinc y
stated In the title and motto-It Is for the mut • 1
oenertt, and alms to ue helpful and hopeful I
Being for the common good. It U for the com
mon use— a public rnrTant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the la
terchange ot Ideas. Il thu capacity It solicits

Lesson VII.—Fourth Quarter, For
Nov. 14. 1915.

13—Commentary

Vcacttttraunt*.

fRutnal Bnufit Column.

HEADACHY?

YOUR STOMACH

It is hii iiimimih! thing lor a <ln>g(i*t
to .ell in* diiine under a glia; antee to
refund the money it It rh e» iml
me.
Yet tilt* is tl e way li, A Paid r, the
1>o|'ii ar druggist. i» selling VIt
a,
the standaid dys|» ps a r* nn dy
Never liefore has tie lisil so large a
iiiimher "f customers ti II him tt.it a
medicine
aitrresslin a* with
|>a» been who
Mi-o-na.
a few
ni.n’l.j
looked like walking -k> eton»
ago
have nut on desli and o-dav ale rial-iy
and vigorous witli perfect digesiiou
and good liealtti.
There is no longer any need for any.
one suffering or making their friends
suffer on account id dyspepsia
Ml.
ana can alwavs be relie I upon.
The
percentage of cores is so gn at that
there is little ri-k to Mr. I'archer in
guaranteeing to return the money if
the medicine does not relievo.
He
stands ready to <o so without any

People

1

questions.

Headaches, all forms of Indigestion,
specks before the eyes, dizzy leelingv,
and all forms of liver tioub.e are
helped by Mi-o-na. A few days' treaton nt should show considerable gain
in health, while a complete cure o'ten

rapidly.

follows

Easy Way To Make
Hair Attractive
Ladies who And trouble in properly
or attractively arranging and dressing
their hair should try using a little
Parisian

Sage

twice

daily

for

a

while

and note the remarkable improvementParisian Sage, which can be obtained
from George A Parcher or any drug
counter, makes the hair soft, lustioui,
fluffy and wavy, takes nut the dull,
the
dissolves
lifeless appearance,
dandruff and stimulates the hair roots
Instead
into healthy uormal action.
peppers are soft and the flab la brown.
sitions. Water alone should be uaed to of merely sprinkling the hair, it
wash tires, and as little of it as necessary. should be rubbed right iuto the scalp
Crsamsd Salmon.
is
Separate cunned salmon Into rather After every run tbe tires should be wiped witli the Huger tips. Parisian >age
and
large pieces and heat without breaking clean witb a damp sponge or well-wrung a delightful treatment for hair I air
scalr, cannot possibly Injure the
very much In white sauce. Serve on dotb.
and Is very inexpensive.
A common method when washing a car
thin slices of hot battered toast and
_

season

with salt and pepper.

Salmon Salad.
Salmon salad Is delicious and can be
made In several ways. One Is to mince
tbe salmon fine and mix it with mayonnaise dressing and then to serve It In
white lettuce leaves with a teaspoonful of mayonnaise on top of each
mound and a couple of capers In that.
Another Is to mix the salmon, broken
Into large pieces, with French dressing
and serve It on lettuce. Still another
method Is to use equal parts of salmon
In flakes and minced celery heart with
mayonnaise or French dressing on lettuce.
Soallepsd Salmon.
Scalloped salmon la made by putting
alternately layers of canned salmon
and big breadcrumbs In a buttered
baking dlsb and then pouring over It
all some thin white sauce seasoned
well with salt and pepper, then adding
a sprinkling of buttered breadcrumbs
and browning In oven.
Plain Salmon.
When canned salmon la served plain
It should be freed from akin and bones
and neatly arranged on a platter and
garnished with sprigs of fresh parsley
and slices or sections of lemon.

ia to mix kerosene witb tbe water. Tbis
may be advisable when washing tbe wood
work to remove mud and dust from the
varnish, but no kerosene should be permitted to reach tbe tires, because kerosene
eats rubber.
This fact can be readily
proved by immersing a small piece of
rubber in kerosene and allow it- to soak.
Tbe rubber will soon swell and lose its

elsaticity.
Tbe

for this is apparent.
Keroin fatty properties wbicb remain after tbe evaporation of tbe gases.
Every time a|tire is washed witb a kerosene mixture, tbe rubber ia deprived of
more of ite|etrength.
When washing tires, it is beat to use e
damp sponge and clean water, care being lakeu that tbe sponge ia not soaked
and dripping.
After washing tbe tires
they should be wiped dry with a doth or
a handful of waste.
sene

I

Hancock Co. Sawap Bank, Ellsworth

reason

is rich

Dyspepsia Tablets
Indigestion

Will Relieve Your

E- G. Moor«-

not
The merchant who says he does

"What—a boy of your an doesn't
know the parts of speech!” exclaimed
the schoolmaster.

“No, sir,” replied the pupil.
“Haven't you ever heard of a noun?"
“Oh. yea. sir.”
“Well, what comes next?”
“I don't know, air.”
“A pronoun." aald the master. “Now
remember that. Then comes the verb.
Now wbat follows that?”
"A proverb, please, sir.”
London
Scrape.
Dyspepsia Is America’s curse. To restore
digestion, normal weight, good health and
partly the blood, nee Burdock Blood Bitters.
I Bold at all drug stores. Price. It AS.—Adel.

nevertheless

in

advertising,

sign

over

his door and decor-

ates his window.

The sign tells the

believe
Logie.

—

Whoa Robber* Rsenm* Nwresaary
and roar shoe* pinch, ase Allen's Foot-Esse,
the Antiseptic powder to he shsken into the
shoes. For Dancing parties sod Breaking in
New Shoes it is Just the thing. It gives rest
and comfort to tired, swollen, aching feet.
Sold everywhere, 29c.

MAKE YOUR CASH WORK
This bank Dot ooly affords unquestioned protection for savin?*, r ut
adds to all deposits at a liberal rate
of iotereat.

vlaces

a

oasser-by

where

the

merchant

>*

incites
located; the attractive window
him in from the sitlewalk.
vertising, and good

as

far

That
as

s

ad-

it O0*1'

-it doesn t

but it doesn’t go far enough
adiertiseget beyond the sidewalk. An
the stg*
ment in the local paper carries
of proand the window to the homes
and pul-s them

spective

customers,

from the

home to the store.

h« home a better
and a more
enjoyable
home, lor many reasons, and to teU the
*•
to
tell
what la the reanlt, or a
!*,'°"s
ewo the
results, of womanhood organHr*- C. B. Barter {formerly
t. ...per b»
iaed
into
of
Our
club
Neighborhood
life.
club,
rteorals Fulslftr)
\
delivered before the

ORGANIZED

WOMANHOOD.

Ellsworth
not Tows.
woman's club at Ite meeting at the home
A. Bttera, Nov. 1.]
of Mrs. John

It mutt be readily understood tbat one
the voenea of bar cblldwb0 really lovaa
hood. could not return to tbeee scenes and
and converse with them
mori the people
without many personal reminiscences.
aa Impossible, with this
lt l( also nearly
associations babbling
love of Childhood
tbeee scenes, to have
over When feeing
even though It be dignifled by
any talk,
(l^ name of address, without much more
of a personal note than good form would
render |*rmisilble. Therefore, If the personal pronoun le too prominent on this
aa yon sorely will,
oora-i.m. do forgive me,
keep in mind the fact that many of
if,
the memories that give me the greeteet
he memories of yon yourselves, or
joy are I
0f tb.who have been dear to each of us.
Kerry year it la a greater Joy to mention
the name of an Ellsworth person who led
movement—who
stood
in ... oe good
in educational oircles, or those

prominent

Let us repeat the
part of that famous address which is
applicable on thia oooaaion,
for it is “with malice
toward* none and 1
charity for all” that we tell the atory of
organized womanhood, and it carries with
it

do

depreciation

the men, for forever
hearts and on our
lips should be
the words, “we rise
or fall
together,” so
true is it.
Let us grant at once that the
lirst organized woman’s club was for
for
of

in our

mutual

improvement. If

study,

person really
for
herself, she will soon desire it for others,
and when thia has
become mutual improvement, progress is assured.
One club organized for
improvement in
»
place, and others soon followed. Then
it began to be realized that
everyone
could not or would not
join a club, bo it
was discussed what
could be done for
t hose who could not or
would not join, and
the educational committee waa formed
to help spread abroad in the
town or city
what the few had learned. Then the
study became a trifle broader, and the
literature and art department came. It
was but the next
step to a realization that
not ait the learning is of the
head, and so
and

a

honestly desires improvement

nee
fought the good tight that
wh
entitle, them to rest from thetr labors.
One of tbe pioneer movements that
often c mes to my mind Is one that some
ol you msy bsvs forgotten and of which came the arts
and crafts committee, to
oth- ra nave not heard, an effort made by
spread more generally the worth of
Mr- Mien (Irani Aiken to piece two girls a
knowledge of t(te great things achieved
state institution, that they might
In
by old and younj by the work of the
rtcuc some guidance and instruction hand.
and he in a measure shielded from the
Tbeii the desire to make the towns more
temptations of tbe street. Bo little used beautiful, as at first
they tried to make
were we people bars to such work, tbat
the homes more beautiful-the work for
for a woman and a mother—aa Mrs. Aiken
conservation, for civics, and then a
then n aa—to make a move to take children
knowledge tint back of all these things
from I neir home seemed to Indicate to us was wise
legislation, and the legislative
that -ne herself should be placed under
committee was formed to spread among
restraint. While the worth of tbe borne the women a
knowledge of \vhat was beand a proper estimation of It were and are
ing done, what Bhould be done, and their
value
we
then
lost
of
tbe
tight
of (rest
part in the legislation of state and nation.
fact ibtt where tbe right home does not
As strange as it may
seem, all the comla
institution
better
than
the
eiist. the
mittees mentioned were formed before
street.
that of household economics, which at
\ cars after tbia work of tbia LUsworth 1
first glance is appalling, but upon second
woman. Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, of Chithought you will agree with me that the
gave a moat stirring address on tbe
cag
j reason is obvious. The work of the home,
need of tbe borne and not Ilia institution I the art of
home-making, has always been
And so it is!
as tbe demand of tba boar.
depreciated until woman herself did not
to-day, but if the borne la lacking, it is appreciate it. She
thought know ledge of
good nvic work to aee that tbe institution, how to make a home was a
part of the
who h each year grows better and better,
being of every woman.
This work was
should have tbe girla or boys before they not of
much value, for it was not out in
have gone wrong, for in this way they the
open; it was not of much importance,
may be kept from evil.
else woman could not do the work, and
In noticing this change of opinion as often
have the entire management of it.
Illustrated by tbe reminiscence, we are
Hut along with a realization of many
brought to the ideas that formerly pre- other
things, came a realization that it
vailed in regard to the word “civic”. It took a
vast amount of knowledge, of holy
on
some
work
a
meant
great
long way purpose, of heroic effort and gigantic
in
off.
some large city, for some famous
planning to make the right sort of a home,
per- n to do, and had no connection what- and a knowledge that
many of the very
soever with us in the small city or tow n
women who
were supposed to have an
•or on the farm.
To-day, however, we intuitive knowledge of it knew
nothing
rest./* that “civic” meant everything
whatsoever of how to make the “right

|

that }- rtams to everf man, woman and
child: yea, more, it means the conditions
of the cows, the hens, the streams and the

sort of
tbe

a

home”,

and

that

whole outside world

without
would

this,

become

a tangled mass.
Then she saw how the
wm>is, for by each and all of these are we child, the
man, the town, the state—yes,
benefited or injured.
the very nation itself
rested on the
A hitd cannot be born into the world
home, it being the foundation
upon
without at once facing civic conditions,
which great men and great nations are
and this is not puttiug it strong enough,
built.
for it
child is conceived without civic !
More that ever did women realize that
conditions influencing what will later 1
to “sit and rock the cradle” would not as-,
become the boy or girl.
sure the moving of the world in the right
Undoubtedly every one of these state- ! direction; there must be a knowledge in
m mts are as familiar to
you as to me, every mo/e that made tbe cradle rock.
but me sometimes repeat some truism in
household economics saw’ the
And
so
—

order to
truth.

bring

And this

closer

brings

home
us

some

other

to the

ques-

t: n which is sometimes asked: “What is
theg-d of alt these women’s organizalions, the women's clubs, some for study,
some for
music, some for converse, and
others for a combination of efforts?”
'Ve are glad of this question, and we enjoy hearing women answer it, for it is always answered in some original way,
and new truths learned, and the answer
1 am going to give you to thia question ia

partly original, partly quoted, aud all, to
best of my j.idgment, true.
It mat men wbobad the first club. This
we grant, and it baa
been said that tbe
reason of tbe men’s club was because
when these men came from the office or

the

the

shop they desired quiet for reading or
meditation, and the woman who bad been
home all day deaired a flavor of the outside w orld, and she so plied the man w ftth
questions that be cobid neither read,
think nor sleep. So tbe clubs began to be
formed, and woman was eft still more
alone to solve the problems of tbe family,
and of tbe world, and to longer and more
stronger yearn for companionship. Tben
she herself
began to organize tbe club,
which proved to be tbe need; of many
snot her woman tban be reel f, and it grew
and grew, until
to-day, in our own State,
there are nearly 7,000 club women, and in
the United States,
by tbe figures of the
Geueral Federation, there are 2,000.000.
**ome say that when man found himself alone in tbe borne with a ebanoe for
quiet he has come back to it, and that the
men’s clubs are growing more aud more
unpopular, bat if this ia true it is not because man ia more alone in tbe home, but,
because of tbe women's club and tbe work
ithas done, ba finds when he comes to

DR.

KENNEDY*8

Favorite
Remedy

Hits real cause of Kidney and Blood
troubles, by restoring right action of
Stomach. Liver and Bowels, overcoming indigestion and

cons^pabon
aided, the

Kidneys and Bladder are

blood purified. Unbroken
of wonderful success.
Write Kennedy Co„
dout. N. Y„ for free
Large bottles, all drngg

record
Ron*
triaL
to

light of day, and organized womanhood
tbe worth of this great science.
The next committee to be added to the
list of the efforts of organized womanhood
saw

wa-»

the

reciprocity

work.

hat she did

Facing her
not know*,

finance of your congressman, your disbut because of the
woman who is his wife, and while this
particular congressman may need no prodding, he may be led by yonr Influence to
prod others.
In regard to the pure-food law, a thlnking, active, prominent man of another
state told me there would neverjhave been
any pure-food law at all but for tbe
activity of tbe women. The river and
harbor organization Is another proof of
the
Interest
of
women
in
great
the
worth
of
their
things, and
effort. Beauty is not forgotten, and
the school garden has become more and
more
important by the efforts of^tbe
women.
No matters are too great for
univerorganized womanhood to study
sal peace and preparedness, proper lighting, proper ventilation, right feeding of
infants, pure milk, betterjj roads, the
worth of [music |for civic betterment,
better health, more moral surroundings
for the children, the contagion from resorts and saloons being emphasized. The
need of honorable, efficient and painstaking boards of health in state, city and
town is urged.
And so I might go on and
on, and the story would not be told.
You remember of old there were the few
disciples, but they were instructed to go
into the byways and the hedges, to “bear
witness”, and it is just as necessary to-day,
and the testimony is in just remembering “1
am my brother's keeper”, which is neither
appalling nor gigantic, simply an awakening which will result as much for the good
of the I, as of the brother.
Knowing my ancestry and home sur-

tinguished citisan,

—

roundings, you ^ill perhaps pardon particular emphasis upon the need of Wbrk

the fact that

w

did God make meT’’

And the mother

Don *t Suffer

re-

plied, “Why, yes, Kuth; ol course He did.”
The little girl looked in the mirror at
herself, then at her mother, then at herself in the mirror, and said, “Well, mama,
dcfl’t you really think God is doing better
work latelyT”
My friends, whether He is doing better
work lately or not depends very much upon you and me and the other fellow, and
the question we should ask and then try
to answer is, “What can I do about it?”
This is not said in any spirit as an instructor—it is said only

as one woman

They gently stimulate

with

tor while we find great comfort in the
words of Browning; “Not what man does,
but what he aspires to do,”
still, the
greater comfort is in the “well done”.
To me there is a deal of wisdom in the

safe,

unless the

street

is safe."

influence of

the

street

which

we

have

and the personnel of
not thoughtof,
so
we
had
which
sure were we that it did not concern us
sufficiently? Do we realize this fact? Still,
a fact it is.

hardly noticed,

Contagion
as

is not

only

of the

physical,

the

on

bowels,

SpmUI Direction, of Value to Wouren are with Erery
druffuta throughout tbo world. In boxes, 10c,

Sold by

•

For many conditions are the result of indifference
letting things “roost”. One
person, one of your own women, said this
gave her great joy, it was so much more
pleasing to be doing ancestral duty than
simply swatting Aids, but there is a still
greater incentive than this, which is doing
the work we should for future generations.
Organized womanhood, my friends, is
not without its faults, individually and
collectively—we have not solved all the
problems, we are still of the earth

tone

Box
25c.

—

crying

in

street,”

still it is easy to say with Robert Browning: “I want to be forgotten, even by
Then we remember the other
God.”

Do you believe this? Do we who love to
work in and for the church realize the

act

Quick Relief

“We have to swat and shoo the fly from morn
to dark.
Just because Noah didn't swat the two that
roosted in the ark."

the children

church is

liver,

The next time you feel low-spirited and out of
sorts, take
Beecham s Pills. Their sure, mild, thorough action will

doggerel:

w'ithin

After we have sufficiently realized this,
let m.1 qoute the rest of the statement of
“No
this able man, for he said also:

the

the stomach—purify the blood and
regulate the system,
these benefits are particularly marked
by women at
such times when nature makes
special demands upon
their vitality. They act promptly and
safely.

gigantic faith in women to a company of
women, believing it is activity y:u desire,

evils

that holy place, your home, the
of the street could penetrate, so you
and yours would suffer?

Longer

and allow yourself to become grouchy, upset, nervous
and depressed. These conditions usually indicate* a disordered digestive system, which, if neglected, may be
hard to remedy. Remove the disturbing element and
put
your digestive organs in good working order, by taking

with the women for better health. Infant mortality in our own State is larger
than it should be. Bear in mind this fact,
for without diploma with certificate of
moral character, without endorsement of
any Bort, people are allowed to have and earthly, but we are learning.
uoes it seem strange ana discouraging
rear children.
In nothing else is such a
lack of knowledge permitted. Therefore to yon that there are so many different
there are many who need guidance which branches of work needing the activity of
the women, needing a realization of our
comes from the widespread interest and
own
individual responsibility? Oftendiscussion of vital issues.
Deformed, defected children are more times flashes across my mind the quotanumerous than they should be; contagion
tion, “The art of speech was given to ub
is not always properly guarded; prevent- in order to say pleasant things to each
ive work is not properly emphasized, and other,” and mentally oomes the exclamaadvanced medicine to-day is to prevent tion, “I’ll live up to it! It shall not 'anrather than only to cure. So your best noy me whether the world goes well or ill;
work is to make a mighty effort to have my children are through school; it is
conditions that will make for physical strenuous to care whether the other
and moral health. Every day of my life I women’s children fare as I wished mine to
am more convinced that the wrecking of
fare; it is exhausting to wish the boys to
many lives is largely from ignorance, and be educated to know the value of right
this ignorance is not alone in the slums,
living and the horror of being an inebriate and wrecking a life. Why struggle to
so to speak.
Proper values is a greater thing than we have the young people read the tempersometimes realize. If we can so influence ance posters?”
You know and I know we cannot rethe young that they will have proper
values, we shall be doing much to help form the world, and inwardly there is a
them. One cultured speaker and success- bit of satisfaction if we can keep ourselves
ful worker for better civic conditions has and our own on the right track, and still,
said: “No home is safe unless the street is is it best to “wrap the draperies” of pur
Had you thought of this? Had own good fortune around us and “lie
safe.”
you realized that through those protecting down to pleasant dreams”? We can, it we
walls, inside the brightly-lighted rooms, will,as did Elizabeth B. Browning, “Hear

great and sad as is this contagion, but
woman did; that what she
some other
there are others full more appalling.
did know might be Ju9t what some other
The child labor law is of great interest
woman desired to know’; and out of this
; to women. The value of the child is congive and take has come a levening of the stantly being emphasized by thinking
We are no longer hound by
whole lump.
people, and organized womanhood early
club organization or by sex. It is no longer saw the necessity of the instruction of
to make the women interested, no longer to the child in lines educating him for a
make the women wise, no longer to make strong factor in civic betterment. Educathe women work, that womanhood is or- tors are now urging it, and showing by
ganized—but (or tbe good of:the town, for practical work how the children can be
the benefit of the public schools, for bet- taught to do civic work by keeping the
heretofore they
ter roads, for the cleaner city, for the street clean ; of what
better state, for the more prosperous thoughtlessly ; scattered upon it, intronation. To-day woman realizes that she ducing this in the grammar grades of the
herself is an abject failure unless others public schools, s
are interested in the great movements, in
If was long ago conceded that the dethe great causes.
To-day women realize claration of Lincoln was true, that “This
come
success
can
only nation could not exist half free and half
that the greatest
by tbe individual interests, the combina- slave/’ but we are fast realizing there is a
aroused
tion, tbe union of forces, all being
slavery other than that of which he spoke,
to tbe greatest needs, to the best efforts.
and it is this slavery which we have to
Honestly desiring to guard against fear, for the working child not only
“Keform run wild, humsnitsrianism withmakes a slave of himself but of the older
out common sense, education to the verge ones of the family, which will continue
of bankruptcy, and an insolent interfergeneration after generation if the child
liberties of the people,” works in
ence with the
ignorance and to the loss of
the women urge tbe co-operation of the
proper instruction in many things now
men, the careful consideration of every taught in the public schools.
one of the questions which experience has
Women have helped in empnaaizing
taught them must have the vital interest of the worth of manual training and domesthe whole if the desired end be reached.
tic science as a part of our public school
What do some of the thinking men eay instruction. More and more are we realof thi' attitude, and of the efforts made, izing that it ia tbe child upon whom we
and the results of tbii organised woman- must work; it is the child who is to make
hood? Note, first, in the line of education: or break this whole world. “Tall oaks
Our United Slates commisaioffer of edu- from little acorns grow, and though I now
cation, Hon. 8. 8. Clsxton, does not de- am small and youDg,” but the worth of
preciate, and if you wish information and these years of smallness and youth is
assistance in any educational line yon will being more and more appreciated, and tbe
receive a ready response from this source. personal development and aptitude in
To bring thia.doeer home, our own Stste school instructions, more and more emsuperintendent of schools, Hon. Payson phasized. Qirla make their dresses in tbe
8mith, pays glowing tribute to tbe as- schools and colleges, taught by the teachsistance tha cause of education has re- ers; boys even make their school building,
ceived from the women's clubs of Maine. with the teachers’ instruction. We are seeUr. Smith often lectures free of expense ing the poor management in dosing our
before these different .dubs, bringing a school buildings for so much of the time,
wealth of information and ^stirring up and more and more are they becoming sodead bones, so to speak, until there is an cial centers and open forums, so to speak.
Mra. J. Frank Rich, of Rockland, was
a.tlrity which brings results.
the first one in Maine.
Our work in conservation of the child, tbe woman to start
This brings me to another Important
tbe streams, tha birds baa
tha woods,
with
in connection
organized
been beneficial. Children are being taught tact
womanhood. A factor in our work that
to care for and protect birds; youth la beare just beginning to realize is the
ing instructed as to tbe oars of the tree we
real democracy in this work,
and forest; men and women ate being necessity of
the
madawiaeas to tha worth of our water which means, in common parlance,
and our eoenery. Tha natural parks of “getting together” ef women ot all sorts
more
carefully and conditions. Have yon read with any
stale are being
a very
ot Rockefeller in
guarded, and the congressmen and sena- interest the reporta
results of ttia meeting
lors, public men everywhere, are watched Colorado, and the
You ot labor and oapital? We are not so bad
aa to their course in these matters.
in Kliaworth aan radiate a great influence aa some have thought ua, and the other
in thin way, not only becauas of the in- fellow la much better than we have
was

StobrrUwmnrt*.

thought him. Contact and mutual intergreat revelation of virtues. You
are not the only one astonished. The results are always good, progressive.
Undoubtedly you have heard the story
o! the little girl who carried on a conversation much like this: “Mama, did God
make youf “Why, yes, my dear. What
makes you ask such questionsT” “Mama,
est are a

the

Nothing Can Keep Fresh After
It’s Cut Up
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
The natural flavor and
with a natural leaf wrapper.
when
cut or granulated.
of
tobacco
escape
strength

Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.
so

Whittling

a

pipeful

in both quality and
judge for yourself.

is little

quantity.

trouble, amply repaid
Try this experiment and

Slice it

3 Ounces

you

as

use

it

and

quotation from him: “Progress is the law
of life; man is not Man as yet,” and with
our own Longfellow we resolve “To be
up and doing, with a heart for any fate
if not achieving, still pursuing.”
My friends, do not think organized
womanhood has reached perfection. If
it had, this would be a eulory, an obitu-

—

ary, but it is neither. It is an IntroducThere are many things needing
tion.
many women, there is much need of each
one of us realizing much more forcibly
our own individual responsibility.
This is said in no desire to be a preacher,
with no thought of instructing any one of
as a truth wnich
you. It is simply spokenwill
is in the air, and which
light upon us
with greater and sadder force the longer
we

People

delay facing it.

Gould, for thirty-five years

a

Mr. Gould was born in East Corinth. For
time he served in the United States
army in the Indian campaign following
the Custer massacre.

The

Three young persons were killed, and
another seriously injured Saturday night,
when a train struck an automobile on a
crossing in Old Orchard. The dead are
Miss Gladys Norton, twenty years; Miss
Helen Crowley, nineteen years; John
Dowling, nineteen years. The only survivor of the party was Ashley Tarbox,
twenty years of age, who owned and operated the machine.
Last

Thursday morning

the

Are Strong and

Happy

Peruna Company. Columbus. Ohio.
Those who object
medicines can now procure Peruna in tablet form.

to

liauld

CLARION HEATING STOVES
offered in great variety of
styles and sizes for all kinds of
needs.
are

LOOK FOR THE NAME

so-called

Hampden, near the
head of Long wharf, was destroyed by fire.
about |500,
The money loss is not great
warehouse in

CLARION

the sure sign of highest quality.
In materials, in construction, in
finish and in operation Clarions
give every evidence of right
manufacture. Consult your nearest Clarion dealer.

—

but the fire removes a famous historical
landmark. The [building was erected in
1809 by General John Crosby, an East
Indian trader who came to Hampden from
Woolwich in 1775, and for a time it was
the finest building in the Penobscot
valley. In 1814 it was used by the British
as a prison, and many Americans were
confined there.

WOOD

Through the will of Col. Luther Hills
Pierce, of Chicago, born in Bangor in 1837,
the Eastern Maine general hospital and the
Bangor public library will receive approximately fl00,000 each, while |40,000 is
left in trust to be eventually devoted to
the [erection of a memorial to the 2nd
Maine regiment, of which Col. Pierce was
Another trust fund of |20,000
a member.
is created, which will eventually be used
Col. Pierce also
for a public fountain.
left $90,000 to Yale, from which he was
graduated in 1858, and a number of bequests to Chicago public purposes.
The Hint Courteous.
Old Friend of Family (after the usual
preliminary examination as to Bobbie’s age)—And now, my bright little
fellow, how many dollars have you got
In that bank of yours ? Little BobbieFive, goin* on six.—Puck.

Peruna

Mrs. W. R. Whitehead, R. R. 1, Pryor, Oklahoma, writes:
"I am
happy to tell you that I keep free from my old stomach trouble: feel no
catarrhal symptoms at all.
I am able to do my work, eat and
drink
what I want, and rejoice to know that I found a sure
cure in your
valuable medicine. I think it saved my
life. By beginning in time with
Peruna I was cured sound and well.”

some

Crosby

use

FOR INDIGESTION

HITTERY TO CARIBOU.
G. F. Beal, an Avon Corner farmer, aged
seventy years, was fatally gored by a bull
last Friday, dying Sunday. He wait leading the apparently docile animal to water
when it suddenly turned upon him.
Charles B.

who

Mrs. T. Freeh, R. R. 1, Hickory
Point, Tenn., writes: "X am happy
to tell you that I am cured of catarrh.
Having been afflicted with
catarrh and stomach trouble for seven years; and after
having tried four
different doctors, who only relieved me for a little
while, I gave up all
hope of being cured. I was induced to try Peruna, and to
my great
surprise X am now entirely well. My health never was better’*

&

BISHOP

CO.

THE PERFECT CLARION

''Tig'* Bangor.

Maine

SOLD by J. P. ELDRIDQE,ELLSWORTH, ME.

SAVE MONEY
BETTER THAN
CHEAPER THAN

HERE’S

SOMETHING*

DTf l'^ iI?T>
DU 1 1 H/JY

through the middle West housewives are using “GOOD LUCK MARGARINE”—
delicious of creamery products. Better than most butter—and cheaper. Pure,
and wholesome. Now we are coming to you in New England. It’s churned freeh
You want
every day from richest cream and milk by the largest churners in America.
to know about this product that cuts down household expenses; then write us
today for Interesting and instructive literature. “GOOD LUCK MARGARINE** Is endorsed by pure food experts—by Prof. Allyn of Westfield, Mass.—Alfred McCann of the
New York Globe-Prof. Wiley—and others. Sales last year exceeded 35,404,444 pounds.
Send $1 for 4-pound trial package. We send at once by parcel post prepaid.
All

the

most

sweet

!

EMPLOYMENT FOR

WOMEN DURING SPARE HOURS

We want two or three women in every small city to represent us, taking orders among
their neighbors. Here is an opportunity for you. Write today—at ooco—for our
proposition. John P. Jeike Co., 44 Court Street, Boston, Room 1141.

<£t)c ^UsiDorth American
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

strawberry
Lops us.

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT
BLL8JEORVH, MAINE.

Another

Manager.

in waters

tvoscrlptlon Price—$2 00 a year; $1.00 for six
months; 30 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance. $1 50, 75 and S8 cents
respectively- Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pet
rear.

blossoms

picked by Ashbury

_

Urge shipment of humpback

salmon eggs has been received at the government hatcheries at Green lake and
Craig brook, for hatching and distribution

BY THE

HANCOCK-COUNTS PUBLISHING GO
W. H. Titus, Editor And

West Trumont contributes to the bouquet of spring flowers out of tune, wild

9

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application
Business communications should be-sddressed
is, and all checks and money orders made pay
aole to Thk Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

on

the AtUntic coast.

While younger men were scouring the
woods far and near for deer, J. Nelson
Candage, of East Bluehill, who U over
seventy years old, and because of poor
health not able to follow the chase as in
years gone by, shot two deer in hU field
last Friday afternoon.
The outlook in the fur market U much
encouraging for trappers than it
was last winter.
The largest fur bouses
of the oountry have been notifying those
to
who make trapping their livelihood
prepare for a good winter because of the
unusual shortage of furs at the present
time, and unless the unforeseen happens,
the prioes paid tor all varieties of furs
will probably equal those of 1913, when
they reached a record mark.
more

This week’s edition of Tbe
American is 2.400 copies.

Average

per week for 1914,

■

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10,

2,500
1916.

According to western market reports, the price of Thanksgiving and
Christmas turkeys is to be lower than
for several years. For which, if true,
there will be added cause for thanksgiving, and for Christmas joy.

Col. H. E. Hamlin, of ElUwortb, and
Hon. L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, are t/ie
Hancock county members of the Statewide committee appointed by the Portland Chamber of Commerce to work for

the proposed serial coast patrol sUlion,
according to the plan originally proposed
by Rear Admiral Robert E. Peary. Col.
j Frederick Hale, of Portland, is also
democrats
withj a member of tha. committee, which is
President,
byi composed of about forty prominent men

The President has declared in favor
of preparedness, “not for war, but
for defense.” In this he will have both

republicans and
bnt
the
him,
adopting this attitude, most also
adopt a policy of political preparedness for the inevitable war

—

with Mr. Bryan.

'

OKOBOE W. JORDAN.

whose death'at hia
tbe Waltbam road on Tuesday,
Nov. 2, waa briefly mentioned In The
Akkbican last week, waa well known in
this city. For Any years or more he bad
resided on the Jordan place, in Ellsworth
near the line of plantation No. 8, carrying
on farming in anmmer and working in
the woods winters.
Mr. Jordan was born in the town of
Waltbam Sept. 20, 1840, and was a yocng
man when he first came to
Ellsworth.
He served in the Civil war, enlisting in
tbe 14th Maine regiment.
He married, oh Aug. 3,1888, Mlsa K. G.
Hodgkins, of Bayside, and they have
lived ever since at the Jordan homestead.
Mrs. Jordan survives her husband, with
nine children—Mrs. Simon lake, of Ellsworth Falls; George L. Jordan and Mrs.
C. S. Davis, of Waltham; Mias Belle Jordan, of Maplewood, Maas.; Frank Jordan,
who is in the West; Mrs. Maud Cousins,
of Ellsworth; Mrs. E. D. Jameson and
Mrs. H. B. Davis, of Bangor; and Mrs. S.
M. Cifre, of Bncksport. r He is also
survived by one brother, Sidney Jordan,
who is in the West, and two sisters, Mrs.
James Treadwell, of Amherst, and Mrs.
Joseph Hyde, of Somerville, Mass.
The funeral waa held at the home Thurs
day. Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of the Ellsworth Baptist church, officiating. Interment was at Juniper cemetery
Friends
The pallsent many beautiful flowers.
Simon
bearers were four sons-in-law
Lake, E. D. Jameeon, Howard and Charles
Davis.

George W. Jordan,

home

on

—

_

Scotland Lightship.
;wnrriiu>, N. J., Not. 5, IBIS
To Us Editor of Tkt American:
1 see in your edition of Nor. 8 en article
I beg
entitled “Scotland Lightship”.
permission to tnake a tew corrections and
some additions.
Tbe steamship Scotland did not strand
in collision
near Sandy Hook, but was
near Fire jyland with an American ship of
Portland, Me. I do not recall ber name
now, but she was commanded by the late
Oapt. William Leavitt, of the Arm of
Chase, Leavitt A Co. The sh p immediately sank.
She was returning to New York from
with a valuable cargo.
a long voyage,
The steamer endeavored to reach New
York, but sank just before reaching

needed there, it was moved a short distance farther south to mark a shoal, boy
has always retained tbe name of “Scotland Lightship'
Hobacr U. Bi n k kr.
OTIS.
Mahlon Salisbury is employed in Ellsworth.

Mrs. Arthur Moore, of Hallowell, is visiting relatives at the Young homestead.
Sanford Urindle and wife left for the
woods in Mariaville last Monday, to work.
An automobile party from Bar Harbor
Eugene Jellison’s camp at Beech Hill
for a week.

is at

County Sunday School Association.
Martin Moore, George Kincaid and WilAn effort is being nude by the Hancock
from all sections of the State.
lis Salisbury, of Mariaville, got a big
County Sunday school association to buck Friday.
I
A summer resident o( Bar Harbor, a nuke Hancock oounty the first in Maine
Herbert Salisbury and brother Clifford,
The
woman, wbo has contributed generously to reach the tront-line standard.
of Manchester, N. H., were in town last
of her means to aid worthy girls and “flying squadron” of the association was
week bunting.
has found another means active last week in the western part of the

_

_
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of the

body.

x no uiu

to the

uiciuuu ui

work.
iueiu|( uui,

h

ibukui
war

recruits of the army in Civil

times, was really a position of weakness.
To utilize its power to best advantage, the
Bangor.
walking position of the foot should be
with little or no outward pointing of the
Howard bilsby, o! WatervUle, U in town toes. In
standing, slight turning out of
for a few days’ hunting.
the toes is permissible.
To
add
to foot comfort, shoes should
in
Mrs. Andrew Gregg, who has been
not cramp the ball of the foot and the
Bar Harbor during the summer, has re- heeds should 'be low and broad, to give
turned home for the winter.
stability without calling upon the muscles
to maintain balance.
Mechanically the
Lather Kenniston, a student at the D. foot is a wonderful
creation, but like all
of M., spent the week-end with bis par- delicate mechanisms it most be kept in
good condition and used intelligently or
ents, E. H. Kenniston and wife.
its efficiency
disappears. Journal of
J. C. Dunham and wife made a trip to American Medical
Aceociatibn.
by automobile to
Lincoln Saturday
visit their daughter, Mrs. C. E. Dunham.
The Okl Farmer's Almanac.
Mrs. Dunham remained for a week’s visit.
The Robert B. Thomas "Old Farmer’s Alcmanac” for 191S, No. 1M, is oat. Though now
Nov. 8.
—

__

Wife (who stayed home)—Well, did you
Hub-You
anjoy Dr. Firstly’• sermon?
bat! I dreamed that I paid off the mortgage

oa our bones.

century and a quarter old, this pubIn many homes
lication is always young.
In Maine it is the most-thumbed volume
in the house. William Ware A Co., 119 8ammer BU, Boston, are the publishers.—Advt.
nearly

a

Nov. 8.

_J.

E. M.

Sportsman—Is
my time to shoot
in this neighborhood? Native—Well, the
abortin' ain’t wuth shacks, bat, then, I
it worth

RHEUMATISM
CAN BE CURED

don’t know what your time is wuth.
Deafness Cannot Me Cored
by local (applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear.
There is
only one way to core deafness, and that is by
constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
by an inflamed condition of the mucous
iningof the Eustachian Tube. When this
tube Is inflamed you have a rumbling sound
or
hearing, and when it is ehtirely
imperfect
Deafness is the result, sod unless
c'.oeea.
the inflammation can be taken out and this
tube restored to its normal conditioo, bearing will he destroyed forever; nine cases out
of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous
surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that
cannot bd cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars free.
F.J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 78c.
Take Hail's Family Pills for oonstipation.

K8TABLI8HCO

I want every person snf fering with
Aente, Chronic, Articular, Inflammatory
or
Muscular Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Neuritis, Lumbago, Sciatica, Rheumatoid
Arthritis or Gout, no mutter how long or
severe your case Is, to write for n copy of
my SOO-page book on Rheumatism, which
Frederick Dugdale, *.!>.,
Rheumatic Specialist, 37* Boylston St,,
Boston, Mass Dept.
43.

>«|rREEjMmi

People Ask Us

What ia the best laxative? Yean of
experience in Belling ail kinda leads ua
to always recommend

jtexQ&EfftdefrJ&ietL
the safest, surest and most aatiafao>
tory. Sold only by ua, 10 ceuta.
aa

L a. Maera.

Sheet

Moatc and

Machines, Victor
Cleaners, Poet Cards of local views.
Always Reliable, Always Up-to-date, Always Alive to Customer.’
teresta, AlwayaOuarantee Satisfaction.
Vacuum

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
EASY

1-

In‘

NONE BETTER
MADE

PAYMCNT

TERMS

IP

DESIRED

clementT^^^^t

s. J-

COUNTY Y. M. C. A.

*

~

fOT&Bifc

i°h“

Header

pi,,,
called, on°*I
ihceaat cldc Hum iJJJi
“
■worth, Maine, ooaclallng of
dwel
•““I
I1ng
“T
•£<'
For
outboUdlni*.
particular. to,, "!*"*
Faoo L. Macon, Kllnrorth, Maine,
nr Jo» 2?
PaopoaTH. Foicroft. Maine.
WOOD SAWS, genuine olVnuaT
guaranteed go* M-B, .mailer
proportion. Tilting table., gu ao
catalog. Toons Dina Macama Co.,

XHB

The week of Nov. 14 to 21 hat been set
■aide by tbe Young Men’s Christian Association throughout the world as a time of
prayer and conference. The Y. M. C. A.
in Hancock county is planning to observe
this woek with special meetings beginning on Sunday, Nov. 14. Tbe county
secretary, Mr. Saxton, will speak at the
regular church services at Isleeford and
Cranberry Isles on this data.
Saturday evening, Nov. 20, there will be
a meeting of the ministers of tbe towns
on the south ride of Mount Desert island,
together with tbe member* of the county
committee of the Y. M. C. A., tor supper
in tbe I. O. O. F. banquet ball at Southwest Harbor, at 5.30. The county committee has been fortunate in securing R.
B. Nelles, of tbe industrial department of
the Maine Y. M. C. A., as the apeakes. of
the evening.
Following the address by
Mr. Nelles, the county committee will
adjourn for a special session, while the
ministers will consider the proposition of

ISortgE
boueTeS

COED

ffiX;

,'oni^

INWARD end pool tables; fooTpamT
Hod. Telaphone either C2-5 or «
Information. Patna R. Mooac.

F.U,wor,V

barnettae,.wagon. aodliTuhT
HOMES,
Apply to Faao H. McFaaLaan 8 *■
!
D. Carrier So.
a

t, Elleworth.

of all grades.
Elleworth.

SHINGLES
FOerraa.

App iVujau
1 * A' 11

Lost
29, In EnewoHh^rnilTd^
block end white, with yellow head
DOO-On
,?;
Oct.

Finder pl^J
•£,Vr,A° n*m* "•’loro”.
“ r' “ *•

rdt^rd^“L““'

book no.
mt i„T.,l
Burrlll National Bank. Finder
return to Itacaahler. RDwano F. Sn«uT

Hank

,h:

plem!

yellow
Liberal reward
CAT-Large

and whl’e conn
if retorted to c

cat
\

Thompson. ML Desert Bridget
-1---

forming a union.
Mr. Nelles will speak at a union meet5To ht.
I
ing of the churches at Southwest Harbor
at the regular morning hour of servioe.
Desl
Nor. 21. In the afternoon, be will adore as
a meeting for men and older boys at tbe
T^IB8T d sa desirable ttopmem, in
Seal Harbor Neighborhood hall.
Baas
mode rn’con sentences end stable. p<> m.
Harbor people will also have an opporer)y Dr. Greely boost on south sid« of Mtia
tunity to listen to Mr. Nelles at a special
street, nearly opposite Hancock hall. \pp >
Y. M. C. A. meeting in tbe evening.
The Y. M. C. A. boys and men of Han- toC.C. Bt nnrLL.
cock
county are busy st basset-ball
J ctp tBanlrti.
practice, and prospects are bright for a
basket-ball league.
jrou like a permanent positon
with good
our represents ?«♦
If so. Write us. C K. Boss & Co
ManchesHr gal X antes.
ter. Conn.

able Tenement

WOULD

To the Honorable Board of Commissioner*
for the County of Hancock and State of
Maine.
represent Fred J. Per
kins, Isaac L. Stover and Everett L.
dray, selectmen of the town of Brooksville,
in ssid county and State, that the true
boundaries of the town way in said Brooks- !
ville, leading from the way in front of the old j
Thomas Tspley place to the shore of Lawre nee bay. so called, are doubtful, uncertain'
and lost.
Wherefore jour petitioners pray that your i
honorable board, in accordance with the provisions of chapter 46 of the public laws of I
said State of Maine for the year 1915, proceed
to locate and define the limits and boundaries
of said doubtful and uncertain way, and
4 therwise proceed as provided in said
chapter
46 of said public laws of 1915.
F. J. PRRKISS,
I- L. Stovkr,
E. L. Quay,
Dated at Brooksville, Maine, ibis 14th dav I
oPOctober, a. d. 1915.

RESPECTFULLY

Sox Saif
—

or

to itt.

Seven

room
hensc
Apply to Mrs. J.

HOUBR
Ellsworth.
street.

H

Bresra*

haw,

*h! KctHTY
NOTICK.
former client* and all inui
to announce
that after ‘pending
tear* in the practice of mv profe*
nearly
•ion in N« w Y’ork citv, : navr now returned to
Ellsworth to live, and have entered into a law
partnership with the Hon. John A. Perm,
under the firm name of Peters & Crabtree. I
shatl be glad to welcome all my former clients
and others, respecting any matters in which
they may desire legal counsel
Harry L. Cramtreb.
Ellsworth, Oct. 20. 1915.
my
TO wish
three

..

Pauper Notice.

—

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as:
Court of County Commissioners. October term, A. D. 1915.
Upon the foregoing petition the commitBurners being satisfied that the petitioners are
responsible, that an Inquiry into the merits is
expedient, and that tbe pc'ition^rt u,rbt to be
beard touching the matter set forth in their

T AVIXCJ coniracted with the City of Ells*
worth to support an<1 care for those who
may need assistance during live years begin*
uingjan. 1, 1915, and are leg»l residents of
Kl.sworth. J forbid ail persons trusting them
on mv account, as there is plenty of room and
accommodations to care for tuem s' the City
Farmhouse.
Arthur I). Mitchull.
I

—

1 A

:

petition;

Order—That the county commissioners meet
the old Thomas Tapley place in the town
of Brooksville, on Wednesday, the 15th day
of December a. d. 1915, at 10.30 o’clock a.
m..
and
tbence
proceed to view the
route mentioned
in said petition, immediately after which view, a bearing of
tbe parlies and witnesses will be had at some
convenient place in the viciuity, and such
other measures taken in the premises as the
commissioners shall Judge proper. And it .is
*
further
Ordered -That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the commissioners' meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested bv serving an attested copy of the
petition ana this order thereon, upon the clerk
of the town of Brooksville, a like copy upon
F. J. Perkins, one of the petitioners, and
by posting ap attested copies as aforesaid In
three public places in said town,thirty days at
least before the time appointed for aald view,
and by publishing the petition and order
thereon, three weeks snccessively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in tbe county of Hancock, the first
to be thirty days at least before
the time of said view, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and be
heard if they think fit.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
F. Mahoney. Clerk.

CARD Or THANK*
widow and
off the late

at

Gsoift
publicly to ex*
neighbors and
f>resa
riends who by their many
of sympathy,
beautiful flowers and kindly offices bate
done what they could to lighten their harden
family
Jordan desire thus
THEW.
their sincere
gratitude

to
acts

of

sorrow.

Mas. R. G. Jordan

and

Familt.

Ellsworth, Me., Nov. 8. 1915.

__

NOTICE.
is to forbid *11 persons trusting »J
wife, Aurilla V. Green, on my sccoant.
as I shall pay no bills of her contracting after
this date.
Alvah G. iRBRR.
North Brookseilie, Nov. 2.1915.

THIS

Itgal Noutia.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.

W^VriSXw'i
W

publication

f '»
I

Ba»J?pT‘’

Bankrupt*.
»' "**

To the creditors of Wm. 8. Thorce, of Surry,
in the county ol Hancock and district aforesaid. a bankrupt:
the 6th
T^DTICE is hereby given that ou the
«aw
i^| day of November a. d. 1915,
Wm.
8. Thorne waa
duly
EKlFr'S SALE.
d»
o!'
meetinr
bankrupt; and that the first
STATE OF MAINE.
creditor a will be held at my office, Ell*
o’cloci
10
at
Hancocks,.:
Nov.
1915.
worth.
24.
Maine*
November S, IMS.
time the
the
which
forenoon, at
thle eighth dsy of November, a. d. in
the: claims,
1915. on eiecotioo dstrd November 1, •aid creditors may attend, prove
ana
bankrupt
the
examine
1
trustee,
A. d 1915, isaoed on a
Judgment rendered by appoints
transact such other business as may property
the supreme Judiciul court for the
county of come before said meeting.
Hancock. At a term thereof begun And held i
William E. Whitjno,
on tbe second
Tuesday of October, a. d 1915. !
Referee in Bankruptcywherein Thomas M. Nicholson, of
Nov.
10. 1915.
Ellsworth,
Me.,
county of Hancock.State of Maine, le plaintiff, sad Deunis D. Swazey, of aaid Bucks- '• la
the DIMM Court ol th* Unit.,I out**!®'
is
port,
defendant, for sixteen dollars thirtythe Hancock District of Maine.
eighty cents, debt or damage, and twenty 1
lathe matter ol
dollars sixty-seven cents, costs of suit, and >
> lH Bankruptcy!
Jo.bph.V- Dahcy.
wiil be sold at
I
yo
public auction on Wednesday,
)
the fifteenth dav of December, a. d. IVtft, at
Bankrupt,
ten o'clock in the fosenoon. at the offlce of To the creditors of Joseph V.
an
T. H Smith, In said Bucksport, all the
Eden, In the county of Hancock,
right,
Utle and interest which said Dennis D.
district aforesaid, bankrupt:
has
or
had
on
Swazey
the eighteenth day of
is hereby given that on
JMNovember, a. d. I9i4. when the same was atday of November.a. d. 1915. the aaid
tached on the original writ, in and 10 the folwaa duly adjudicated
eph
V.Daney
described
real estate situated in said I and that the first
lowing
of his crtdito
meeting
Buckspoft at the corner of Franklin street ! will be held at my office, EUsworta.
and Central street, and bounded and deMaine, November 28, 1916, at 2 o clock
scribed aa follows: On the south
by Frank- the afternoon, at which time the said crern
•treat, on the west by Central street, on ora
may attend, prove their claims. appo»n
the north by land of William O.
Ayer (form- trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transa*
erly occupied by Alfred Swazey). and on •neb other business as may properly come
the east by land formerly of
Joseph R. Fol- fore said meeting. William E. Whiting.
•om with all buildings
thereon, and known
Referee in Bankrupwy
aa the Thomas
Swazey homestead.
Ellsworth, Me., Nov. 10.1916.
Chandlbb M. Wilson, Deputy Sheriff.

_Attest:—T.

adjudicate^

TAKEN

Buckaport!

Ml-

tbeWj

NOTICE

l,‘4Uk.r.l?£j

]*•

NOTICE OF FORRCLOSUIUC.
Lizzie M. Havey, of Barrington, Washington
county. State of
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated tie
tweniy-sixth day of October. 1914, and recorded in the Hancock connty registry of
de*
P*E« &0. conveyed to me the
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land
situate in the town of Hancock, in said Hanbottnd*d and described as

2Drbmi0nr*rr*±

WHEREAS.

foUowa>0tolwita,,d

Beginning at the northeast corner of land
Ambrose Havey on the west line of the
town road, thence running
westerly following
the north line of Ambrose
Havey, eight rode
to tbe land of Mamie K.
Martin; thence run
east line of
,0,!0wln*
land of Mamie E. Martin five roda to a stake:
thence running easterly parallel to the Aral
mentioned line nine rods to a stake in the
west line of the town
roa«i; thence southerly
following the west ime of tbe town road to
the place of
beginning, containing forty two
roda: and whereas the
conditions of
said
mortgage have bwn
therefore, by tbe reason of the
oreacb of tbe conditions
thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of aaid mortgage.
L. J. Pattbh.
- attorn#*» LJ«wood F. Giles.
Nov. A
of

JJi!nrfiH«"ia,,.8qi,ar5

Sjfc

%!

/

IMSM

Evarytfetoi to tta Itotto Mm tan tr«M Plan 8 a toaunn
Music Books,
Motocvclte, Bicycles, Savin.
and Bdiaon Talking Machines, Typewriter**

OMeat aM last to Easton Batoa.

While the wreckers were working on
Nov.
ber, a lightship was placed there to warn Prayer Week to bo Observed
14 to 21.
shipping, but after it was no longer

young women,
The next of the home sociables will be
Mr. Bryan has come oat sqnarely of doing good. She has plsced at the dis- oounty. A team consisting of the county
Ice-cream and
at Mrs. Arden Young’s.
of Deer Isle;
Rev.
O.
J.
Women’s
Christian
of
the
Wilson’s
national
president.
Guptili,
President
Young
posal
against
cake will be sold. The proceeds will be
Rev.
W.
of
and
D.
fund
to
of
Bar
Harbor
a
Association
Kimball,
Sedgwick,
fund.
for
t
he
church
he
characterizes
prowhich
organ
defense plan,
vide tuition at the Bar Harbor high school Wesley J. Weir, the state secretary, held
Rufus Webb, who has gained an enas “a departure from onr traditions;
and board at the Y. W. C. A. rooms for six meetings at Bucksport, North Brooksville, vious record as the luckiest of fishermen
a menace to our peace and safety,
and
hunters, shot a sixty-pound lamb
from Saaa Harbor, where there is no Sedgwick and Stonington, and Mr. Weir
deer one day laat week, near his home.
and a challenge to the spirit of Chris- girls
churches
of
Bluewith
the
of
the
is
school.
The
selection
Sunday
spent
girls
high
George Eddy Webb and wife, who have
tianity which teaches us to influence left with the officers of the Y. W. C. A., bill.
lived at Lilly Bay, Moosehead lake, the
others by example rather than by ex- who are
condiThe
when
local
with
in
season, are visiting bis mother, Mrs.
meetings, except
working
co-operation
O. Jordan before going to Massachuciting fear”. This is the entering of 8upt. Williams, of the Southwest Harbor- tions interfered, were successful to the
setts, where Mr. Webb hat a position.
the wedge which is likely to rip the Tremont district.
highest degree, and encourage the exGranville Jellisonhas raised 400 bushels
that
the
association
will
achieve
democratic party wide open in the
pectation
of turnips this season, besides about that
,
Irving West has discovered a new way of its purpose.
next campaign.
many of carrots, and all other vegetables
In two years this association has made in proportion, which demonstrates what
killing a mink—first get your mink in a
one man can do alone on a small farm.
cellar. Mr. West was driving to North more rapid strides than any other in the
We print this week, on page 3, an
Davis.
Nov. 8.
to
Ellsworth one day recently, when a mink State, and, according
opportunity,
interesting paper delivered before the ran across the road ahead of him. He presses the leaders now. There are ninetySTEEL FOR ARTILLERY.
Ellsworth woman’s club by Mrs. C. B.
wanted the miqjc, and he had a gun, but three schools and over 5,000 scholars enPorter, of Old Town, formerly Georgia be didn’t want to spoil the skin. So he rolled, according to reports available, but
Tremendous Pressure the Barrels of
Pnlsifer, of Ellsworth. Mrs. Porter went to the house of Arthur Clement to it is thought that not all have been found,
Big Guns Must Bear.
consented to the publication of this borrow a rifle, driving the mink before and a final effort is being made to touch
Modern high powered guns could not
with some reluctance, as it was not him. When the'house was reached, the each school.
It is desired that as many schools as be built without steel strong enough to
written with the view of publication. mink dsrted through a rusty screen and
resist the enormous pressures to which
West
had
a lively
into
cellar.
the
;Mr.
possible
prepare exhibits for the next
Under the title, “Organized Womanthey are subjected. Few understand
chase about the cellar, but finally suc- county convention, the best to be sent to
hood,” Mrs. Porter has given a com- ceeded in
how great these pressures are—almost
a
bead
on
the
exhibit
at
the
convention.
Each
the
mink’s
State
drawing
prehensive view of the inception and bead. He got the mink without.spoiling school has from now until next September as far beyond ordinary comprehension
stars or the
growth of various activities in which the skin.
in which toget its exhibit ready.'
Par- as are the distances of the
number of atoms in a glass of water.
the women’s clubs of to day are enticulars regarding the nature of the exBELIEVES RE SAW A WOLF.
An attempt to state the matter In a
hibits may be obtained from Rev. Orville
gaged.
County Commissioner W. H. Sherman, J.
form that will mean something to the
Deer He.
Guptili,
of
Bar
is
a
convert
to
Harbor,
thorough
This is a bumper year for crops, acordinary mind is made by a contributhe belief, held by a few Maine men, that
tor to I-a Nature in an article entitled
cording to the statistics issued MonGreen Mountain Pomona Grange.
wolves still occasionally stray into Maine
"The Strains Resisted by Gun Metal."
day by the United States department from the Canadian woods. Mr. Sherman is
Green Mountain Pomona grange met
He writes:
The nation’s princiof agriculture.
with
Scenic
Nov.
3.
no tyro in the woods; he knows a fox, bobgrange,
Waltham,
“When the marvels of modern artilpal crops exceed in value those of cat, or lynx when he sees one, and is not There were 150 present, representing all
lery are described perhaps we direct
banner
the
1914,
previous
year, by- to be argued out of his statement that the the granges of this section.
our admiration too exclusively to the
half a billion dollars.
While several animal be saw recently while hunting in
The forenoon was devoted to business,
mechanicians who have combined to
crops do not equal in production the the woods near Beddington was not one and tbe welcoming address by tbe master construct It.
We must not. however,
of tbe host grange, Mrs. Lettie Willey,
record of previous years, this is more of these.
forget the metallurgist, for it la owing
The animal was almost twice as tall as responded to by Vernon Haslam, express- to
than offset by the high prices dne to
the astonishing qualities of the metal
a fox, and it had a long tail, not as bushy
ing tbe good will of Green Mountain Po- that the
the influence of the European war.
gun Is so well able to resist
as that of a fox.
It was a tawny brown in mona for the future prosperity of Scenic
the enormous strain due to the detonaMany of the crops, however, estabcolor, lean in the hind quarters and grange, and for the hospitality of the day. tion of the explosive.
lished new high records in producthicker at the shoulders, and the hair on All were then invited to the dining hall,
"It is interesting to cite here some
tion as well as in money value.
back and shoulders bristled up instead of to partake of a bountiful chicken dinner.
figures published by Commandant BegThe afternoon session was opened by
lying smooth or parted lii^ that of a fox.
nault At each discharge of a gun. In
The Postmastershtp Primary.
Mr.
Sherman came | up
behind the the lecturer, introducing Rev. P. A. A.
the case of ur field pieces. In less than
This is the day originally set for the animal while alone. The animal was in- Kitlam, whose address on “Country Life
three-tenths of a second the pressure
vs.
Life
as
Character
was
tent
a
house
which
could
be
seen
in
City
upon
Building”,
special postmastership primary
exceeds twenty tons to the square inch,
in
usual
on
his
manner.
a
side
hill
a
of
a
mile
presented
pleasing
quarter
away.
Ellsworth, but apparently the matter
and the sped of the projectile leaving
Is no nearer settlement than when the Its bead was in the air as it sniffed toward He pictured tbe real things of country the muzzle is more than 2,000 feet a
and
the
faults
of
life.
the bouse.
life,
city
second.
primary plan was first suggested.
He was followed by G. N. Worden, who
Mr. Sherman approached within ten or
Members of the democratic city com“The energy developed may be put
fifteen feet of the animal.
Hia first im- was at his best on farm topics, telling of
at about 000.000 foot pounds. In othmittee and the candidates met last
conditions
as
he
finds
and
was
that
it
was
*a
them,
making
shepherd dog,
pression
evening, ostensibly to fix a date for and for that reason he did not shoot, suggestions about hen houses, orchards er words, considering the cannon as a
the primary, but could come to no while he looked the animal over for a full afid farm work, advocating better systems motor working during an exceedingly
short time, we may place its rating at
agreement, and the matter is further minute, he thinks. Once he took careful and getting busy with their applications. about
20,000.000 horsepower.
aim, but then lowered his gun, thinking He told of the big increase in price of compostponed.
"Not only must the metal be made to
mercial fertilizers, add the ways we can
It is no secret that the reason for still it might be a dog.
resist these strains time after time, but
Then he spoke as to a dog: “Hello, sir.”
pteserve and increase the natural fertilthe calling off of the primary set for
to do so under unfavorable conditions,
izers, putting stress upon fall plowing
In
a flash the animal was off in the woods,
of
to-day was the fear on the part
such as the high temperatures producand thorough preparation of seed beds.
and lhe;State ipuseum at Augusta was
some
And not only
democrats,
probably well
Then followed a general discussion of ed by the explosives.
a wolf
deprived of a rare specimen
must the metal of the gun be as strong
founded, that voters now enrolled as killed in Maine in 1915.
the topic, “How can we create more of an
democrats might change to republican
interest in the county grange?”
The as this, but it Is the same with that of
The shell of our ‘seventyenrollment for the June primaries
fifth degree was conferred upon twenty the shell.
Toe in op Toe Out?
five* supports a pressure estimated at
next year in order to vote for Dr.
Like the child’s toy house built with candidates.
The work of the deseventeen tons
Hagerthy for governor.
blocks, the foot stands when balance is
ATLANTIC.
vice that takes up the recoil reaches
becomes
weak
and
Such change of enrollment must be maintained and
Tbe Rebekah circle met with Mrs. Abbie about twel’v tons to the square Inch,
made at least six months before the wabbly when a single block is moved
and the mount neutrallzes.at eac.i disthis week.
Joyce
In
to
disturb
its
balance.
June primaries, so that if the special sufficiently
about two tons.
charge
the
foot
carries
the
Stephen
Dunham,
who,
correct position,
accompanied by
“In fact, these conditions are realizpostoffice primary is carried to within
Dr.
went
to
Portland
last
has
a
wide
of
Gage,
of the body with
week,
margin
the six months, democrats who vote weight
ed In quite a remarkable way. It has
strength to spare. Change the posture undergone a surgical operation, and is do- been
in the postofflce primary can not
possible to test in the machine
well.
this
reserve
ing
and the demand
upon
shop the pieces of a battery that has
change to republican enrollment be- strength becomes often too great to be
Miss Blanche Gordon, of Franklin, who
fired several thousand shots and to
fore the spring primaries.
permanently borne. The foot is then has been visiting her sister Beatrice, who show that
they bare suffered not the
December 19 is the “dead line”. under a strain, it tires, becomes painful is teaching here, has gone to Minturn to
and
slightest deformation.
yielding of the ligaments, visit relatives.
The spring primaries will be held the finallyofbythe
fool
is altered, efficiency
"This Is why it w necessary to emshape
The
June 19.
special postoffice is impaired and our whole physical being
William Van Horn is quite ill of neuritis ploy special steels. The use of
nickel,
feels the loss of a stable foundation.
be
if
held
will
not
at
and
rheumatism.
Last
he
fell
from in proportion of 1 per cent to 2
all,
primary,
spring
per
Body posture directly influences the maina
his
held until after December 19.
arm, and since
tenance of foot comfort, and foot poature
building, breaking
cent, gives to steel special qualities.”
has a direct bearing upon correct attitude that time has been unable to do any hard
AMHERST.
Miss Inez Ritchie is visiting in Bangor.
Miss Marion Crosby is employed in

Old Reliable MUSIC STORE

!

Sandy Hook.

rst

1

SMnttonunts.

Comaponstncc.

OBITUARY.

COURT* GOSSIP.

Wm. O.
I

EMERY

TITLES

!

■OIWOIITH,

MAINE

l.arch.a maul* and abstract*
ant, copiaa ftir*l*h*d on *hor
notice, and sat UUMUIU Ptica

OFFIOEl

MORRISON, JOY I CO. BLOCK,
■▼ATI

fppMm, UM.

ETN.BT.
f. 1

NfcWj

The merchant who doc* not
a’dnli toaooa make* U mor* pro/Uoow
the** Mi EriAirtlii.

j
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K- P. CONVENTION.

Contimud frmm pays 1.)

•

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

Following are retail prioee in Ellsworth
Feb. 22.
to-day:
A meeting of
representatives of eight
COUNTRY PRODUCE.
lodges of Knights of
Pythias in this dis- Creamery batter, A.
86*40
trict will be held at the
costle ball of Dairy batter, *.
80*85
Donsqua lodge, in KUaworth next Satur- Preeb egg*, dos.
48
day afternoon at 2 o’clock, to make
40
plana Eggs, storage.
for the district convention
a.
18*30
Fowl,
to be held in
Ellsworth on Feb. 22.
Chicken*, a.
fl|tt
ployed
nay, looee, ton.I
$15.00*816.00
This convention will be one of
„ploeion *ai injured.
the bigVBOETABLE8.
and
Hancock gest things in this line ever held in EUsTlle many EUewortb
25
Potatoes, pk.
ot
worth. The
ordan
»**ry
county friends
distinguishing feature of it Cabbage, a.
08
daughter ot Mr. and will be the presence ot the
the
only
04
Leigbtnn,
supreme chan- Onions, a...
ot Beecbland, will be cellor, Hon. Brig
08
Young, of Adah, Q., who Beet*, lb.
y(„. Isaac Jordan,
will
Mra.
that
come
who
learn
Leighton,
East from Sooth Dakota for this Carrots,
.*.
02
pleased to
3
Nor.
at
the
lb.
Women's convention, his only official visit in New Parenipe,
06
was operated upon
lb.
is
08
England.
Squash,
deHe
doing nicely,
will be accompanied
hospital in Boston,
by the Sweet
lb.
04
potatoes,
ot
removing supreme keeper of records and seals, Fred
Vito the difficult operation
02
Turnips, lb.f..
Mrs. Leighton’s, a. Wheeton, of Minnesota, who will
fibroid tumor.
a large
bring
FRUIT.
with him the original
charter, and the Lemons, dos :.
85*40
condition n all that can be desired. Dr.
who performed bible upon which the founders of the Oranges, dos.
40*60
yy. p. Graves, ot Boston,
said Bunday that it no order took their oaths. One of the fea- Applet, bbl.8100*840
operation,
tbe
A
tures
FEW
BTAPLB8.
win be the reobligation on the same
symptoms of septiepolaonlngorotbercom- bible of
Sugar, granulated, a.
7
the members of the convention.
in the next few days
plications develop be
10
powdered.
The presence of these
will
considered out of
officers
Leighton
supreme
Mrs.
7
yellow...
She expects to be able to re- will of course bring to Ellsworth most of Coffee, a.
danger.
80*88
the grand offlcera ot the
Christmas
time.'
about
In
borne
lodge
turn
Maine, Tea, a.
40*65
including Past Supreme Chancellor George Molasses, gal.
45*66
Tbe unusual in tba way of a musical M.
MEATS
Hanson,
AND
PROVISIONS.
Supreme
PhilRepresentative
entertainment is promised for Ellsworth brook and Grand
Beef, a.
25*40
Chancellor
Howard
F.
of next week, when
on Thursday evening
15*80
Sawyer. The eight lodges in the district Veal, a.,.
Lamb, a.
Alfred A. Kerlend, “tbe magician of tbe are West
15*28
Sullivan, Prospect Harbor, West Salt pork, b.
recital at Hancock
a
will
14
give
banjo.
Tremont, Bar Harbor, Seal Haroor, Ells- Lard, a.
14*15
A program, made np entirely of
hall
Bluebill
and
worth,
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
Sedgwick. Seal Harbanjo selections, which can hold tbe at- bor, the newest
86 50 *7.50
lodge in the district, will Flour, bbl.
tention and intamet of critical audiences be
instituted
fancy
brands, bbl.
next
8.00*8.60
week by the degree
for two honra, seems almost unbelievable, team from
cracked or meal,
Corn,
bag,(whole,
1.60*1.60
Ail these
Donaqus
lodge.
what
Mr.
Farland
has
is
been
tbis
hot
1.70*1.76
lodges will send large delegations to the Shorts, mixed feed and middlings,
and
L
this
is
in
country
Europe.
doing
Oats, ..
60
convention.
a revelation as to the possibilis
playing
The tentative plane for the convention
His
numbers
include
tbe
ities of
banjo.
MOUTH OK THK R1VKK.
are for tbe regular convention
meeting
classical and popular music—the master- to be held
at Hancock ball in the afterMiss
Linds Pratt baa been ill since tbe
pieces of Beethoven, Mendelssohn and noon. Dinner will be served at
noon, and first of September.
Chopin; the best works ot modern com- a
banquet at 6 o'clock. In tbe evening
James Folley has a small crew of men
posers. and old, familiar airs.
there will be a reception and ball in honor
catting wood for Bar Harbor market.
There was an exciting runaway in Ells- of the
supreme chancellor.
Tbe aDnnal grange fair was a great sucA
team
worth Saturday afternoon.
cess.
After all its difficulties, being postowned by tbe Lake Shore Seed Co., of
HIGH SBHOOL NOTES.
poned, it cleared f52.
Dunkirk, N. Y., driven by its agent,
Mr. Turk, wii coming down State street
Mrs. Endora P. Garland, of Ellsworth,
The high school basket-ball team has
near the hardwood factory, when one of
started practice at Hancock hall, with spent Tuesday and
Wednesday of last
hooka
whiffletree
the
the
broke, letting
about twenty boys out for the team. week here witb friends.
and
oat
in
tbe
horse
shafts,
frightening Clement, last year’s star center, has been
The State patrol boat, Virginia, Capt.
the animal, which ran. Mr. Turk was elected
captain, Fortier, the star right for- A. E. Closson, ia expected in the river
trying to regain control of tbe horse, ward, has been elected manager, and J. A. next Thursday to get one of the wardens.
when tbe runaway collided with tbe
Scott has been chosen treasurer for the Capt. C. O. Fullerton is going as wardon.
wagon of Capt. Jolui A. Lord, standing in team. The team has hired Clifford FosNov. 8.
C. A. C.
front of C. H. Wooater’a store, Capt. Lord
ter, a well-known Bowdoin football and
being in tbe store at the time. Mr. Turk basket-ball man, as coach.
MARINE LIST
was thrown completely over Capt. Lord’s
The first night the follow ing were preshorse,and was pretty badly shaken up. ent:
Clement, Shea and Dews, centers;
HiinvuoK Cuumy Porta.
The runaway proceeded down State street
Fortier, Johnston, Parker, Dorgan, WesWest Sullivan—Sid Nov 8, sch Georgietta,
to Mam street, where it was stopped
Boston
cott, Allen, forwards; Small, Whitney,
without further damage.
Both wagons
Southwest Harbor—Ar Nov 1, schs Ann C
Whitcomb, Webster, Stuart, Mathews, J. Stuart with salt for J L Stanley
& Son; Three
were damaged.
Moore, E. Moore, R. Moore, Phillips, Sisters with lumber for Henry Tracy
Sid-Nftv
schs Heleu S
for Rockguards. Two teams have been made up, land; Three4, Sisters; Ann CBarnes
Stuart; Mildred
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
as follows;
Team A-Fortier, rf; John- May for Gloucester
ston, If; Clement, c; Whitney, rb; Whit"born.
Leou G. Flood, Lester Simpson
and
comb, lb. Team B—E. Moore, lb; WebRalph Drink water, of BDngor, were the ster, rb; Dews, c; Small, If; Parker, rf.
BARBOUR-At Deer Isle, Oct 23, to Mr and
Mrs Hosia W Barbour, a son.
Sunday guests of A. C. Flood and family.
Coach Foster, John Whitney and John
Mrs. Fred E. Grace has been down from Moore have returned from the Bowdoin BARBOUR-At Deer Isle. Oct 31, to Mr and
Mrs Kituball B Barbour, a son.
the Green Lake hatchery for several days. and Maine game.
DAMON —At Deer Isle, Oct 31, to Mr and Mrs
They had a fine trip.

Tuesday,

~~

Alvah
>

Scboppe

is

having lumber sawed

nd landed at the Morrison

intends to build

a

Held, where

The basket-baft' boys turn out reguevery night, and put in a hard prac-

he

larly

house.

They

tice.

hope

to do what

no

other

W. Smith has eone thia week with his j Ellsworth team has been able to do, and
brothers to their camp at Morrison pond that is, to have a clean slate. The girls
and boys who do not take part in the
for a few days hunting.
A.

games
going
cheering
A quiet wedding took place Saturday
on to victory.
evening at the home of Mrs. Mary llarri- tion to cheer the boys
LAter in the season the girls w ill have a
man, when she was wedded to Klwood
coached
The ceremony i basket-ball
team,
by Miss
Silsby, of Bar Harbor.
was performed by Rev. Henry W. Conley,
Mitchell, assistant principal.
in the presence of the immediate relatives
Don’t forget the first game.
of the ride )and groo"». Dainty refreshmeats were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Silsby
STONINGTON.
left Tuesday
morning for Bar Harbor, i Elmer E. Crockett and wife are
hoipe
where they will live.
from a visit with friends in Rockland.
Misses Mabel Silsby and Bertba Rich- \
are

to form

a

sec-

j

ardson, of Bangor,were here Saturday and
Sunday, guests of Elwood Silsby and wife.

F. 8. Small has closed out

1

MAN8ET.

were

in

man

Bangor

is

Irom

home

J. L. Stanley ft Sons are building
addition to their wbsrf.

■

large

Joseph Fifield died at bis home on Tuesday, Nov. 2. He was the last of a large
family, and bad always lived at West
dtonington. The funeral services were

Franklin Smith and wile have returned
from New York and Boston.

conducted by Kev. Mr. Blake. A wife and
three daughters survive him—Mrs. 8. A.
Aprabann, Mrs. A. W. Clark, of Castine,
ind another who lives in England.

Mrs. Butler, o( Center, is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Isaac Stanley.
Alexander Ward left Sunday for Bangor to attend Shaw business college.

Elmer Berdeen was burned
The
during the storm of last Friday. A part
It was one
af the furniture was saved.
af the oldest landmarks in town, built
ninety years ago by Joseph Stinson. The
dre started from a defective chimney,
rbere was a small insurance. Mr. Berleen’s daughter, lately married to Capt.
Kane, of Surry, lo-t(moBt of her wedding
presents. Mr. Berdeen is just recovering
Irom injuries received on the quarry,
s'hich makes it doubly bard.
Nihil.
Nov. 8.
house of

wife left Sunweek at Northeast Harbor.

Capt. Charles Stanley and
day for

a

Boland Stanley, of Harrington, is visiting bis mother, Mrs. Ellen Stanley.
Kate Carroll, of Southwest Harbor,
spent tbe week-end with Mrs. E. Q.

Stanley.
Bev.

R. W. Brown, of New

Mass.,

was

glad to

aee

in town

Wednesday.

Bedford,
All

here.

Dr. George B. Noyes has just returned
from a trip to Washington, D. C., where
he met some of his old friends, veterans
of the Civil war.

two

lapt. William King
Brooklin (or the winter.

most of his

stock of goods and will leave for Hopedale, Va., about Nov. 15.
Mrs. P. H. Mills and Miss Myra have
moved from their summer home at West
Stonington to a tenement of G. W. Red-

Hazel Malanson left Saturday for East
Bluehill to teach.
VV. H. Ward and family
days last week.

were

him.

Mibs Stover and Mias Morse attended
convention in Bangor. Mra. William
Keene accompanied them.

tbe

*

2ftr*jcTt-£nnntta.

*

SWrcttauncnta

Plana for Big
Gathering In Ellsworth

•«»»»• eetlorigin*1 «"* w" IM».
from |7B0 to fl.OOO to
msted tb»t it wllleoat
earned by tbe dynamite,
-pair tbe damage
to tbo roller will seriously
irbe damage
work on tbe road this tail.
delay further
tbat none ot tbe men emJ. ie fortunate
near tbe rollej at tbe time ol the

(

!

AFFAIRS

j.OCAL

Your Eyes and The Movies.
The progress made in the character of
mbjects presented in the movies today,
nakes it desirable for all inquiring people
o at least attend occasionally.
Annoying
ifter-effects on the eyes of many prevent
diversion
social
the
hem from enjoying
ind often the educational advantages
has derived.
The great majority of those who suffer
rom eye strain after watching moving
>ictures can find much, if not complete

Mrs. Isaac Stanley and daughter, Mra.
Mamie Kich, and little Maurice, visited iu
Bluehili Thursday. Mr. Stanley accompanied them as far as Ellsworth on hia
way to Bangor.
Beaaie Noyes celebrated ber eighteent b
with a party Monday night.
Games were played and songs sung. Icecream, cake and candy were eerved. All
enjoyed a good time. Miaa Bessie received
many pretty presents.
Nov, g.
Lilac.

birthday

■elief,

in

perfectly-fitted glasses.

Tiie

aicture may not be quite so sharp, but
his is more than compensated for by the
ncreased comfort. For those with very
ensitive eyes, a colored glass, either

Chester L Damon,

a

NMD CHRONIC GOUGH
—

■

a*

■htT^

J

waiuaotimgr

STRAND THEATRE
#

F. If. Moor*,

*

FELLOWS

ODD

EI,L8 WORTH

Dally Matinee at 2.15

WEDNESDAY
*

mb

—

The fellow Packet, second episode of Neal of the Navy.

CLARION.
Whether it’s

a

nace—if it is

a

THURSDAY
range or a fui

Princess Romanoff, featuring Nance O’Jfeil, five reels.

“Clarion”, it u
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.
Main

FRIDAY
Ulster’s L.ass,

ELDRIDGE,

a

a

real Irish drama, featuring Gene Gauntier and

star cast.

Ellsworth

street.

SATURDAY

National Grange Tour
1
to California

The millions, Paramount feature.

Including Colorado, Salt Lake City, both
Expositions, National Grange Convention,
Grand Canyon of Arizona, etc. A special
train of Pnllman aleeping cars, observation
dining and baggage cars will leave Boston on Nov. 2, 1915. For detailed itinerary and other information address:

AUSTIN—FOSS—At Brooksville, Nov 3, by
Rev W L Bradeeu. Miss Florence M Austin,
of Brooksville, to Roger D Foss, of Southwest Harhor.
COUSINS—O’BRIEN—At Bucksport, Nov 1,
by Rev A B Me Ulster, Mrs Alice M Cousins,
of Bar Harbor, to Byron Allen O’Brien, of

Bucksport.

HALL-HAVEY—At Sullivan, No 6, by Rev
R H Moyle. Miss Ellen Hall to Earl Havey,
both of Sullivan.
HARRIMAN-SILSBY—At Ellsworth Falls.
Nov 6, by Rev H W Conley, Mrs Mary Harriman, of Ellsworth Falls, to El wood SSjinby,
of Bar Harbor.
KANE-STAFLES-At Sedgwick, Nov 6, by
Rev Daniel W Kimball, Miss Leona M
Kane to Austiu L Staples, both of Brooklin.
LEACH-OOTT
At Bucksport. Oct 30, by
Rev A B McAlister, Mrs Viola Leach, of
Orland. to William J Oott, of Bucksport.
MARKS-HENDRICK—At Orland, Oct31, by
Rev A B McAlister. Mrs Rosetta A Marks, to
James D Hendrick, both of Prospect.
M’DONALD—EATON —At Deer Isle, Oct 30,
by Elder John H Wales, Miss Mabel D
McDonald to Elmer B Eaton, both of Deer
Isle.
RITCHIE-PHILLIPS—At Bangor, Nov 6, by
Rev A B Hyde, Miss Inez _E Ritchie to
Charles A Phillips, both of Amherst.
W'lTHAM— HANSQN—At Bucksport, Nov 7,
by Rev William Forsyth, Mrs Sarah L
Witham to Can Hanson, both of Bucks-

PLUMBINa
Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.

Telephonlze

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Your Walk

Twenty Years’ Experience.

l)IKD.
COLSON—At Orlaud, Nov 6, Freeman Colson,
aged 78 years, 4 mouths, 28 days.
EMERSON—At Bucksport, Nov 2, Dorothy
Hall Emerson, aged 10 years, 29 days, j
FIFIELD—At Stonington, Nov 1, Joseph Fitieid, aged 79 years, 10 months, 26 dajs.
HEATH At Y’erona, Nov 4, Mrs Althea W
Heath, aged 88 years. 2 mouths, 4 days.
MONTGOMERY—At Bucksport, Nov 6, Benjamin R Montgomery, aged 61-years.
SARGENT-At South Gouldsboro, Nov 8, Mrs
Mattie Robinson Sargeut, aged 20 years.
|
WENTWORTH-At North Ellsworth, Nov 5,
1
Charles B Weotworth, aged 53 years, 5
mouths, 15 days.

anbotusmtm..

CATARRH LEADS
TO CONSUMPTION
as

you take
up energy.

Every step

Personal a'.tentlon to all details. Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

uses

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Conserve it. "Let your
head save your heels,” as
the homely adagephrasesit.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

Instead of wasting
energy, time and money,
simply tQ reach a certain
destination, plan what
you will say and do
when you get there.
Then call the toll opera*

f

tor, tell her who you want

talk to and where
and you're there.
to

Ellsworth St
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

Laundry

—

There will be ho toll charge on a
Particular Party Call ifyou are not
connected with the person whose
name you have given to the Toil

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Special

Operator,

j>ost

H. B ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
Ellsworth, Me
Street,

C. C. Cutting

State

Manager

County Farms
residences,

Waldo

cottages, bungalows, <arge and small pladfcs. in prices
We have ttie best bargains in
to suit.
New England. Write us your want.
Dickey-Kuowlton Real Estate Co.,
summer

Butter Paper Printed at

BELFAST, MAINE.

Camden

rhe American Office

Woolens

Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch
ment paper, printed with especially-made butter-paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better

Save money by buying dress material and
suitings for men, women and children direct
from Camden Woolen Mill. Write for samples

P. A. Packard Mgr., Retail Dept.
BOX 35. CAflDEN, MAINE

’RICE, including
500 sheets

B. HAGAN, Jr.

IRA

Civil
Land

%

port.

News.

5c and 10c

Admission,

Mr. C. A. Stetson, Master,
Greene, Maine, or the
Walter H. Woods Co.,
262 Washington St., Boston

Goods called for and delivered
attention to parcel
work

MARK! KD.

Pathe

DANCE AFTER SNOW

son.

ORCHARD-At Bar Harbor. Oct 20, to Mr and
Mrs Walter B Orchard, a son.
PERRY—At Bucksport, Nov 4, to Mr and Mrs
Harold L Perry, a son.
RICH —At Bucksport, Nov 1, to Mr and Mrs
Harris P Rich, a son.
SMITH —At Allston, Mass, Nov 5, to Mr and
Mrs Walter L Smith, a daughter. [Rita.J
SPURT.ING—At Castine, Oct 80, to Mr and
Mrs Robert A Spurliug, a daughter.

BLOCK

Evenings at 7 and 8.15

HAMILTON-At Ellsworth, Nov 5, to Mr and
Mrstieorge W Hamilton, a daughter. [Nina
Louise, j
HOWARD-AtCastine, Nov 2, to Mr and Mrs
Ray Howard, a sou.
M’GOWN— At Frauklin, Nov 3, to Mr and Mrs
Ira E McGowu, a son.

Catarrh is as much a blood disease
scrofula or rheumatism. It may
be relieved, but it cannot be removed
by simply local treatment. It causes
; imber, yellowish green or amethyst, may headache and dizziness, impairs the
>e
necessary to give complete relief,
Hade Well by Delicious Vinol
taste, smell and hearing, affects the
[here have been put on the market revoice, deranges the digestion, and
"
a
contracted
I
Ohio.
Crestline,
several varieties of colored glass, breaks down the general health. It
hard, chronic cough, and was weak, 1 ently
acb of which has some advantages, so weakens the delicate lung tissues and
nervous and run down. 1 have a small
family of three, and it was hard for me i hat some suitable color can usually be leads to consumption.
to do
Hood’s Sarsaparilla goe9 to the
my work. I took different medi- ecured.
cines without benefit Finally I heard
A subdued light in the theatre is much seat of the trouble, purifies the blood,
shout Vinol, and it has restored me to ] ess irritating than when the only light and is so successful that it is known
health and strength, my cough is all gone risible cornea from the screen. It is also as the best remedy for catarrh.
and I feel fine.7’—Mrs. H. H. Carlisle.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla strengthens
idvisable to avoid sitting in a place where
We guarantee Vinol, our delicious cod
is necessary to look upward, as the adand tones the whole system. It builds
liver and iron tonic without oil, for
chronic coughs and colds, and for all 1 litlonal strain becomes very tiresome, and up. Ask your druggist for Hood’s,
requently leaves a headache.—Journal 0/ and insist on having it Then is no
weak, nervous, run-down conditions.
real anbatitute.
Geo. A. Paroher, Druggist, Ellsworth, Me. Imeriean Medical Association.
atabtrttscmm*

BEAVER BOARDJ
I

“

ffiatoa.

jdrattaatanal

c

If You

and

RESIDENCE

■?✓»

BearersofaGreatTraditionj
and other literature mailed

Tickle,

postal to

Ellsworth, Maine

Poultry
and

v

Ellsworth,

Maine

H.

iP'T

Live

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG.

j ALICE

fHircjjants.

WANT

DENTIST,
8

Stamp

N

f)R.

ROOM

2.00

n

Ellsworth, Me.
Special attantion given to chronic
rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica, etc.
by ELECTRICAL TREATMENT.
before and after each meal and-you will
Telephone 33-3
obtain prompt relief. Sold only by ua,25o
E. G. Moore.
j
F. P. LAFFIN,

J. W.

“

Cotnimaaion

H GIBBS M D

OFFICE
with heartburn, gases and'
feeling after eating take a; 32 Central St.,

FREE to all. Send

“

2.25;

DON’T Cheapen Your Butter By Use of “SLOPPY” Rubber

CorrMfudMCt Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7

ue troubled
a distressed

printing:
pound size, $1.50; half-pound size, $1.25

“

1000

Engineer,
Surveyor.

paper and

Farm Produce.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

“home banks free“I
appreciate I
loaned to patrons who
“catching” their nickels,dimes, etc. ■
Call or write ■
for savings deposits.
—

for

one.

Hancock Co. Savings Bank Ellsworth

■

1

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit Si Trust Co., of Port*
and, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). KUsworth. Me.

X)R-

-f—j-

i,__,

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

J

Borst-Pierce Co.,
9 Blackstone

St., Boston, Mass

Commission Merchants.

WILLIAM SEMPLE

OSTEOPATH
Specialties: Nervous Diseases,

WANT

Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Consultation, by Appointment, in Ellsworth on Fridays.
Address, Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor. Maine
Telephones 1868 and 708-1

APPLES,

The mailorder house is advertising
for your business. What are you going
to do dbout itf

Lambs and Veals

*

Poultry, Eggs,
#

NEWS

COUNTY

WEST FRANKLIN.
H. G. Wooster lost

a

horae

last week.

Mrs. Delia Ryder was a visitor in Bangor Saturday.
Emery W. Smith is confined to the
house by a severe cold.

James M. Bunker is moving to Winter
Harbor.

Norman Smith has been confined to the
house several days, ill of grip.

Helen and Abbie Freeman, went to Milbridge Sunday to visit Mrs. Henry Free-

fttmntia taunt*.

aubniaratots.

noon, conducted by Rev. M. C. Miner.
Mrs. Sargent was ill only a snort time, of
typhoid fever. 8he leaves a husband and
small child, besides her parents, one sister and three brothers.

You uncork that
sunshine tank

Mrs. Mary Vansaw is spending a fqw
days at her home in Prospect Harbor.
John and Harry Coombs are employed
Harry Freese and wife are visiting at F.
at Milford on the railroad.
P. Ssrgent’s before going to Cherryfleld,
Athol Smith, who has been in Dexter for where they have bought a place.
a year and a half, is at home.
Albert Bunker and wife, with Misses

employment in Bangor
with the Algonquin Slipper Co.
Mrs. Emma Morgan is boarding at
Julius Darling’s for the winter.
Lyle

9mith has

Shuman has been

Lewis

on

business

a

H.

Nov. 3.
_______

ASHVILLE.
Mrs, Bartlett, who is confined to her
bed, is slowly recovering.
Johnson has returned
Mrs.
Arthur

township 33.
Forrest Coombs has purchased of C. T. from Prospect Harbor, where she has been
Goodwin a part of Coombs’ point.
employed.
There will be a digging bee on the
Charles Wood and Horace Pettingill, of
Bar Harbor, were in town last Thursday. church lot next Wednesday, Nov. 17.
Irvin Rollins and wife are stopping at Dinner will be served at W. Pettee’s. All
Ira McGown’s, Ryefield, for a few weeks. are invited.
The members of the Wednesday club
Schools were in session Saturday to
thanks for the
generous
make up for loss of time the early part of express their
check of flOO, for the building fund.
the term.
This swells the donations to nearly $800.
George Linscott is putting in a new hard- Tbe work of
building will begin soon.
wood floor and making other repairs at
Phcebe.
Nov. 8.
Eugene Butler's.
and

hunting trip

to

Hiram Butler and wife have returned
Industry, where they have been emE

since last

E.

Coombs

spring.
brought

from

hunting trip

with him

at

load of
and has

Dennvsville, bringing

deer which he

a

Ruth Sargent is in Bar Harbor for

scow

Richard Hastings arrived Friday from
a

1

man’s

Get P. A.

shot.

and

Harbor

Echo.
WEST SULLIVAN.

Armand Joy was home from the U. of
Mm for the week-end.
John Daley has returned from Caribou,
where he has been working.
Clifford Webb, who has been in Bangor

time,

some

has been at home

visiting.

Alexander McKensie has returned from
Seal Harbor, where he was employed.
The Golden Rule society was entertained by Mrs. R. H. Moyle Wednesday.
Miss Annie

Chamberlain,

of

Hancock,

guest of Mrs. Nelson Banker Sun-

was a

day.
Mrs. Peter Milne and her granddaughter, Patricia Cousins, have gone to Fort
Kent.
Marcus Cleaves took an automobile trip
Presque Isle with friends from Bar
Harbor recently.

Aubrey Alley, who has employment in
Bar Harbor, spent Sunday at his home

Miss Catherine Holt accompanied Miss
Velma Bragdon, of Seattle, Wash., to
East Lamoine, where they are visiting
relatives.

Doris Hooper is at home from Bangor. Mrs. G. F. Hooper has also entertained Mrs. W\ M. Pettee, of Ashville,
and Orlando Martin, of Bangor, during
Miss

the week.

Nor. 8.

M.

and wife and Mrs. Fred
Murch and sons, Leon Harland and Donald, and George Cjlson were in Bluehill
Sunday, visiting Maurice Marshall and

A

family.
Nov. 8.

M.
WEST TREMONT.

Mrs. Dennis Norwood, who had been ill
year, died Thursday. Mrs. Norwood bad always lived here and was loved
by ail. She leaves a husband, two daughters, Mrs. Julia Parker, of Manset, and

over a

Mias Zelma

Norwood,

who has taken

care

j

of her, and ODe son, Milton, besides her
mother, Mrs. Julia Webster, and two
brothers, William and Crawford Webster.
Funeral services were held at the Methodist Episcopal church, Rev. Mr. Dreaaer,
of Manset, officiating. The flowers were
beautiful. Sbubel Norwood, of Brewer,
was
hfre to attend the funeral.
Nov. 8.
Thelma.

smoke

I

a sport and take a chance on this
because
you’ve no idea of the bully
say-so,
of
the
joy’us satisfaction, of the
goodness,
contentment and restfulness and that sort
of thing, that hits every man who gets

You be

ing;

on

tLe

also the work

new
on

postofflce

H. E. Robertson’s

Grand Chancellor Wilson, of the
K. of P’s., visited the lodge here last
Past

Tuesday evening,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Robertson have
the sympathy of all in the loss of their
son.

Both

are

ih-

Mrs. G. O. Treadwell has gone to Bucksport to visit friends.
Miss Ellen BUnchard, of Hudson, is

tornBzm

visiting Mrs. Shirley Hodgkins.
Miss Grace Baxter, of Medford, Mass.,
spent the week-end here to close her
cottage and inspect the work on her tennis
court. She is also having her cottage
Nov. 8.

Are.

|

COLT XT Y NEWS

Mrs. 1. N. Salisbury, who has been visiting her son Hervey m dicow began the
past two months, has returned home. Mrs.
Susie Salisbury accompanied her home.
I. N. Salisbury, wife and youngeat son
and Mrs. Hervey Salisbury were
taken to Skowbegan on Friday in an automobile driven
by Harold Higgins, of
Trenton. They will return to-day.
Nov. 8.
Y. •
MT. DESERT FERRY.

of this town and have the best

wishes of all.

Maria B. Bavey, grand chief of the
Pythian Sisters, has gone to Calais and
St. Stephen to visit the different temples
in that district. She was accompanied by
Mrs. Pearl Tripp.
Nov. 8.
Sub.
LAMOINE.
John Coolidge and wife have returned
Waltham, Mass., for the winter.

to

Hazel Hodgkins, who has been in Bangor and Bar Harbor, returned home to-

day.

Mias Gladys Norwood spent Saturday
and Sunday in Marlboro.
Mrs. Annie Wilson, of Springvale, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary Crabtree.
Rev. C. E. Owen, of Waterville, gave

interesting

talk in the

evening.

Ferry

lyll

Mrs. Fred Hodgkins has gone to SouthHarbor to visit her sister, Mrs. Robie
Norwood.

was

home

few

a

days last

week.

Seth Rice and wife returned from Boston

Sunday.

_

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Mrs. Bertha Bracy spent
week in Bangdr.

a

few days last

....

a jit nay
tidy
hop
handaoma pound and half-pound

Mrs. Georgia Bulger
parents in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Alice J. March
Eber Spurting and wife.

is

few

a

visiting

is the guest of

Mrs. Frank Johnson spent
last week at Seal Harbor.

a

few days

Miss Vincie Bunker went to Gouldsboro Saturday for a visit.
Rev. A. D. Knight preached Sunday,
after an absence of five weeks.

with her parents in Old Town.
Elisha Bunker, wife and daughter Ada
went to Boston last week. They will visit
Rockland and Bangor.
weeks

°

*

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO
1

Will.am F.

MOUNT DESERT.
Mrs. George Chillis is ill.
Mrs. L. E. Pray is visiting in Bangor.
John A. Somes and son Mark were in
Bangor last week.
Mrs. Lewis Cbaffey, of McKinley, is emat tbe home of Abram C. Fernald.

ployed

■

..

V

Today
With

from bis

M

two

deer.

Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton has returned
a visit to her
daughter, Mrs. C. C.
Baker, in Steuben.
from

Portland. M. B. Jordan also attended.

Winter Harbor lodge, F. and A. M.,
which lost all its paraphernalia in the Are
of June 17, has received a new outfit, and
is engaged in work at its meetings.
Nov. 8.
8.

returned

bunting trip Thursday night, with

H.

H. R. Weston and wife are visiting their
daughters, Mrs. Andrew Chadbourne, and
MA. A. J. Grant, and their son Horace, in
Boston.

Bruce

"■■

N. C

She Baked!

Harry Freeze visited at William Moore’s
last week.

Miss Ardelle Parker is visiting in Banand Gardiner.

CO., Winiton-Salem,

NEWS.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

H. Hanson and William P. Guptill
hunting near Moosebead lake.
days
Capt. C. H. Davis represented Grindstone lodge at the recent convention at
her

*

COUNTY

are

Mrs. Nettie Stanley spent
last week is) Bangor.

Mrs. Cora

J

Harbor loo, on a lot purchased of Mrs.
William Uuptill. Tbe cement foundation
is already in. Tbe building will be 32x60
feet, two stories, with tbe lodge room on
tbe upper floor and an assembly room and
kitchen below.

an

Miss Livonia Phillips who has
Ellsworth several weeks has returned to
S. J. Johnson’s.
Nov. 8.
C.

.mo..,

gor

Miss Lucy Leavitt, of Belfast, is visiting
Sunday her
sister, Mrs. Parley Stanley.
Mrs. Harvey Stanley ia spending a few
been in

1

Jimmy Leach and wife
wife, of Bluebili,

and

and

Percy Moore

week-end
guests at Welch Moore's.
The sardine boat, Clarence B. Mitchell,
has taken its last load, of fish and has
gone to Camden to haul up.
were

Her bread
would take the

DeWitt Lathrop, of New London, Conn.,
who has been here for the summer and

Rosebrook

blue ribbon at Vfr
any domestic
science exhibition, her cake is
a marvel of tine \KT
and M
lightness
her pastry
you
ought to taste it!
All because William
Tell is milled from
Ohio Red Wintei
Wheat by our out
process. Goes farther too—bo:n
economy and good eating
served by ordering

jX

made

many friends, has returned.
Mrs. Delia Noonan, who has been with
her daughter for a week, has returned to
her home with her
daughter, Mrs. Andrew Spurting, in West Gouldsboro.
Mrs. Carcaud, who met with snch a bad
accident last week when the steering gear
of the doctor’s automobile broke, is
doing
as well as can be
expected. Fortunately
no bones were broken.

j|

M

\

9j
Jjffi

—

—

twf

entertained the
The reorganized Village Improvement
A. C. Fernald, jr., w ho is attending colThursday afternoon, and lege at Orono, spent a few days last week society has completed the work on the
Mrs. Ernest Sparling the sewing club at home.
Willie Emery and wife, of Bar Harbor,
sidewalks, with a nice walk to the south
Thursday evening.
spent the week-end at William Emery’s.
There will be a social dance at Masonic end, with a railing at places apt to be
William
A new club
Someone took twelve hens and some
when it is icy.
the Help-One-Another hall on
Friday evening, Nov. 12. Wes- dangerous
chickens from Kendall Salisbury’s ben- club—of about a dozen ladies, met at the cott’s orchestra.
Tell
Mrs. Jarley, “direct from London with
house last week.
home of Mrs. Fred Birlem Tuesday evenMrs. William J. Tate is in Bar Harbor an up-to-date set of wax figures,” apThe iadies look forward to some
Mrs. Alice Burkhart and children, Esther ing.
hospital for treatment. Her many friends peared here Saturday eveniog, for the
pleasant meetings during the winter
benefit of a new hall in Corea. A goodend Jessie, who spent the summer with
hope for a speedy recovery.
WHITCOMB, HAYNO & CO.
sized audience enjoyed the entertainment.
Mrs. Laura Mears, have returned to New months, each Tuesday evening. RefreshJared
R.
of
Northeast
W. OK1NDAL
Reed,
Harbor,
ments were served by the hostess, and a
_C.
York.
The ladies’ aid society of Gouldsboro
lot of work accomplished.
spent a few days last week with his
Nov. 8.
Hubbard.
gave a pleasing entertainment here ThursNov. 8.
daughter, Mrs. Ellen E. Reed.
_Rooney.
Mrs. Forrest Dickey, of Hull’s Cove, day evening, consisting of the dramatized
GOULDS BORO.
CAPE ROSIER.
witn her children, is spending the winter version of “Mrs. Wiggsof the Cabbage
Diat. Supt. Palladino will hold the secwith her father, Clifford B. Richardson.
Patch” and music. The proceeds are for
Irving Gray baa bought an automobile.
ond quarterly conference in the Methodist
Ellsworth Testimony Remain*
Nov. 8.
the minister’s salary.
Ta.nck).
Hiram Blake ia building a new lodging
next
afternoon.
church,
Monday
Nov. 8.
Unshaken.
C,
hooee.
QOTT’8 ISLAND.
The Campfire girls held their annual
'»
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Capt. Albert Gray is' doing extensive
Mrs. Hiram Dorr, of Bucksport, was
Time ia the beat test ot truth. Here
fair in the grange hall Saturday afternoon
here Sunday.
and evening, Oct. 30. Music and games grading a bout his residence.
W. A. Stanley was in Rockland last an Ellsworth story tb it has stood the test
were enjoyed.
Maurice Gray and wile attended the
Mrs. Vina Moore, spent the week-end week on business.
of time. It ia a story with a point w hich
Nov. 8.
teachers’ conventicn in Bangor.
Jen.
with her parents at Atlantic.
Mrs. Gay Welch, of Stonington, was
wilt come straight home to many of us.
called here by the illness of her
Mrs. Valerious Black ia quite ill. Her
Rev. Mr. Doran, ot Southwest
Brain Blood-Supply Mual Bo Good.
father, D.
Harbor,
A. M. Franks, carpenter, High St., EllsE.
Burns.
was here
The importance of having pare blood is daughter, Biancia Grindle, of Bangor, is
Tuesday evening, and preached
as
back grew lame and
an interesting sermon.
perhaps never more deeply impressed on as with her.
George Joyce has gone to join the worth, says: “My
time passed, the trouble became constant.
then when we are told by physiologists that
Manlord Gray will act aa care-taker on
Mrs. Carrie Q. Hodgkins, who has been steamer be has been mate on for the past
that
if the brain is supplied with impure blood,
Finally my condition was so bad
two years.Mark island the coming winter. He will with her relatives at Bar
Harbor, is with
nervous and bilious headaches, confusion of
several days'
work
for
had
to
off
from
move his family there next weeklay
her
daughter, Mrs. Prank Babbidge.
Sylvester Morse and wife and Mra. F. F.
ideas, loss of memory, impaired intellect,
Morse have gone to Augusta and Kenne- When suffering in that way, I got a supply
Parties from New York have begun
dimness of vision, and dullness of hearing,
Chips.
Nov-5-__
work on the Rosier lino mine, and there
bunk for a few weeks.
are experienced, and in time the brain beof Doan’s Kidney Pills at Moore’s Drug
PENOBSCOT.
comes disorganised and the brittle thread of
is prospect of a busy winter Here.
Reta, daughter of Mr. and Mr. O. L. Store and the drat few doses helped me.
life ia broken.
Willard W. Weacott, a native ot this
Percy Clifford has moved his family into
Milan, was married Friday, Oct. 28, to lxo boxes of this medicine cured me.
The more we learn of the usefulness of the
town but for most ot his life a resident ot
the R. T. Clifford house, and ia building a
Harold Wing, of Portland.
said:
They left Mongreat blood purifier, Hood's Sarsaparilla, the
ever six years later, Mr. Franks
barn and dwelling to take the plaoe of Brewer and Bangor, died Tuesday, Nov. 2, day for a short
more grateful we are for this old and successwedding trip before going “I use Doan’s Kidney Pills when • col“
at
Bangor,
aged
flfty-three
He
years.
those
burned.
to
their home in Portland.
recently
ful family medicine, which has accomplished
re
leaves a widow.
settles in my back and I always get
Mrs. Ethel Eaton iaat Northeast Harbor.

west

Wilbert Rice

been.

rmn

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Mias Inez Hagen, of Portland, ia spending her vacation with her parents, Ira
Hagen and wife.

./w.y.

toppy
tin, 10c;

painted.

Allen,

The dance which was to have been given
Friday night, was postponed until Monday, owing to the storm.
Miss Ellen Hall and Earl Havey were
married Saturday by Rev. R. H. Moyle,

Hammer this home for what ails your smokeappetite,
because you’ve no time to lose getting introduced to
this real and true man-tobacco that’s ace-high and a
ja.iirmr
anii>rr»a/.
f/,. demand for it i« abort juat drop in tha
yard wide no matter how you swing on it, jimmy
you happen to
or makins cigarette!
*on«*.<•»«*foi.ccandim,pipe
rad
for
rad
piece. Sc;

«jj

house.

NORTH LAMOINE.
is boom-

store.

two-months old

chummy with P. A.

MARLBORO.
Mrs. F. T. Hodgkins is quite ill.
James Butler has had water put in his

NORTH SULLIVAN.
The work

ever

be like

Prince Albert. The patented process
fixes that—and cuts out the bite and the
parch. That’s why pipe peaceful and
cigarette peaceful men call

to

Mrs. Lillian M. Paine, of Farmington,
grand matron, O. E. S., was a guest of
Mrs. H. A. Holt last week.

cigarette tobacco

was or ever can

Harry Hardison, who has been employed here.
as gardener for the McKay-SmithB at Seal
Emerson Ladd
Harbor, is at home for the winter.
Nov. 8.

jimmypipejoy’us

and cigarette makin’s happy,
then you’ll personally understand that no other pipe

a

Myra Walls, of Otter Creek, visited here
Mrs. Ethel Alley visited in Seal
few days last week.

any other
and won’t

tongue

grovch yours!

last week.

a

grouched

never

week.
a

Sullivan last week,
been delivering it about town.

coal

Get that P. A. flavor? Get that P. A. aroma?
Go to it mighty cheerful, because P. A. can’t
bite 1 Puff away like you hit perpetual motion
in the first round! And keep fired-up till the
cows come home.
For it’s
sure facts Prince Albert

OAK POINT.

from

ployed

some Prince Albert joy smoke sift
into
your system via a jimmy pipe or malrin’s cigarette, for you never got such fun out of tobacco
in all your life.
,

by letting

man.

Busy Bee

club

—

Albert Whitaker and wife leave this
week for Salem, Mass., to spend the winter with Mrs. Whitaker’s brother, Frank
Perkins, and wife.
John Bragdon, of North Lamoine, occupied the pulpit at the church Sunday in a
very acceptable manner. He will preach

again

next

Sunday.

Nov. 8.

R. H.
SOUTH GOULDSBORO.

Ernest My rick left Saturday for Bangor
to work.
The funeral of Mra. Mattie Sargent was
held from the church Thursday afterFacts for Sufferers.
Pain results from injury or congestion. Be
it neuralgia, rheumatism, lumbago, neuritis,
toothache, sprain, bruise, sore stiff muscles
or whatever pain you have yields to Sloan’s
Liniment—brings new fresh blood, dissolves
lieves the injury, the circuthe congestion,
lation is free and your pain leaves as if by
magic- The nature of its qualities penetrate
immediately to the sore spot. Don’t keep on
suffering. Get a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment.
Use it. It means instant relief. Price 25c.
and 50c. 91.00 bottle bolds six times as much
as the 26c. size.

CASTO R IA
Far Infests and Children

In Uae For Over 30 Years

Flour_

__

AFTER

much in removing scrofula, rheumatism
and catarrh and other blood diseases and correcting run-down conditions of the system.
If you need a blood purifier, get Hood's Sarso

saparilla—Adwi.

Nov. #.

G.

Nov. 6.

_

WINTER HARBOR.
Work has begun on the Odd Fellows
hall, on Main street, Just below Whiter

Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner!
Bitter
taste? Cossplexion sallow!
Uver perhaps
needs waking up. Doan's Begulets tor bilious
attacks. Kc at all stores.—Advl.

__

g

Whenever yon have an ache or
pain, ask
Psrcher’s Drug Store for a
plaster to stop it.
Plasters for everything fro* 15c to Me each.—
Adwi.

YEARS’

lief.”
Price 50c. at all dealers. Don't
ask for a kidney remedy-get
the tame that Mr. Fran
ney Pills
bad. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Butmio.
N. Y.

JuuW

—

OOljyTY NEWS

duties there and la with her
aunt, Hrs. T.
A. Smith.

buokhport.
Oenn arrived Sunday from

«r« A. H.

Friends

a

Newton, Mae..

vi.if
,w0 weeks'
Mr.. Andrew Fleming, of
Mr .nd
the gue.U of Mr.. E. A. LeChester, ere
in

Charles Y. Cain, of Rocldand,
this town, will be surprised to
learn of his
marriage on Saturday night to
Miss Theresa
Hogan, of Philadelphia.
Not. 8.
H

formerly

SURRY.
U»pt. Feed Foss and wife

their

Everett Stone and wife returned home

Monday.

urd.v .nd Sunday

Everett Stone caught two
Urge foxes in
his traps last week.

w

ith bi. parent., Elmer

and wife.

Barnard

Mrs. Dora Stinson, of
Oceanville, la
visiting friends in town.
The house that Eugene
Conary occupied
on the North
Surry road burned Wednes-

football team played a
The seminary
with Orono high school at
aoortless tie
afternoon.
Buck sport iaat Wednesday
and daughter, of
Mrs. Arthur Todd
day night,
visiting Mrs. Todd's
Mills,
William Kenney and wife.
srs

ghenia

parents,

Miss Marian Stubbs, a freshman at the
week-end with her
(7. of M., spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Stubbs.

will

Frank Webster ia ill.
David Dodge is home from Bath.
Alfred Perkins has been at home for
brief visit.

a

a

year’s absence.
Ross Conner bas had
home.

Raymond Wardwell

returned to his

has

Dark Harbor.

work at

be

Mrs. Bradley Littlefield is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Frank Dunbar, at Aubnro.

Harvey Webster bas purchased a motor
boat, and will begin scallop fishing this
Wilbert Ordway has a contract to furnish cedar to build a bungalow at Dyce’s
Head, Castine.

greatly missed. The funerai
Ralph Wardwell, wife and son, of Caswhs held
parents,
Friday afternoon, Kev. E. 8.
tine, are viBiting bis parents, Fred F.
child
of Gahan officiating.
Dorothy Hall Emerson, only
Wardwell and wife.
W. Emerson, died
The Surry dramatic club
Mr. and Mrs. Msblon
presented "The
Nov. 2, at the age
Miss Annio B. Conner and Mrs. Effle
Moonshiner's Daughter”, last
early Tuesday morning
Wednesday
Rideout, of East Winn, were recent guest a
of ten years. Her death followed a brief evening, to a full house.
Those in the
s

illness, and was
ents amt IrieDda.

!

great shock to her par-

cast

Frank

were

Jordan, H. H. Clark,
Ralph Torrey, Harvey 1'reworgy, R. C.
made
Castine
her
last
steamer
Elsie
The
trip Osgood,
Jordan, Gertrude Bowden
of the season Saturday, much to the re- and Fstelta Conary.
in
thie
a.
the
Nov.
vicinity,
L.
gret o* the people
present train

schedule

make, it

gor.
Boyce McAllister, a junior at tbe U. of
Mm »■«*» operated on for appendicitis at
tbe Eastern Maine general hospital Saturday morning. Mr. McAllister is tbe son
His
of Mr. and Mr*. Frank McAllister.
many friends here iiope for a apeedy re-

Benjamin R. Montgomery died Friday
night at his borne on Franklin street. He
Penobscot sixty-one years

in

boro

For several years be

was
ferryman
Bucksport-Prospect ferry, and
entered tbe employ of tbe George

ago.

tbe

on

liter

Blodgett Co., where be remained until
failing health compelled bis retirement.
He leaves

widow,

a

one

son,

George,

of

sisters—Mrs. Horace
this place,
Bowen, of tbis place, and Mrs. M. B. Eldridge, of Hopkinton, Mass.
and

two

Hancock Pomona grange met with Vegrange here Saturday with a large
attendance. Tbe following program was
carried out:
Opening exercises, address
of welc me, Carrie Webster; response, O.
W. Brewster; music; question, “Can a
person he a good citizen without taking
in inttre«t in politics?” opened by
Mark
Umn and Norris Heath; recess, during
rona

which

BLUEHILL FALLS.

Guy Colomy

is very low.
Vera Bickford spent last week at South
Bluehill w ith her grandfather, who is ill.

Mrs. A. P. Nevin and daughter Doris
back in their cottage for a short
stay.

are

B. A.
stone

covery.

was

8._

incon-

having business in Ban-

venient for I how

bountiful

a

dinner

enjoyed;

was

order, conferring Hftb degree; solo,
Marcia Blood; paper, “Wild Flowers of
Our .S c
'ii,” Marti* Ginn; topic for discu""4kmi, “Ruts,how made, how they affect
u-, how svoided,”opened by Lewis Blood;
remarks for good of I be order, H train HarriniHti; cl -i.it, Hattie Harrlruan.
call lo

Gray,

wall

with his

men,
building
the shore of the Palmer

on

is

a

property.
B. A. Gray spent one day last week
Mrs. Benjamin Saunders, at North
Bluehill.
Mrs.

with

Frank Mason, with his crew, is doing
stone and carpenter work for Mr.
Fernstrom.

some

Mr. and Mrs. Davidson closed tbeir cottage Wednesday and left by automobile
for

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Mr. Fernstrom arrived Saturday to accompany bis wife borne. They will close
their cottage this week.
Nov. 8.
CRUMBS.
WEST BiiOOKSVILLE.
L. Tapley is ill.
P. Tapley

O.

of W. O.

Conner and wife.

Capt. Bennett Dunbar
spend tbe winter

tine to

Curtis.

Ellison, after a few days at
here, has returned to Bangor for

|WEST SURRY.
is critically ill.

Mrs. Eliza Herrick
Daniel M.

Carter

remains

about the

same.

F. W. Blaisdell, who has been away this
*
is at home.

summer,

School closed Friday, after a successful
taught by MiBS Flora V. Withee, of

EAST ORLAND.
Mason

is

manufacturing

yarn.

■ Mrs.

Abbie

Wardwell

fell

Wednesday

hip.

Horace Robertson has moved his

Qeo. A. Psreber, Druggist, Kllsworth, Me.

-PARKERSA toilet preparation of merit.
Helps to eradicate dandruff.

5*rv ini* ^l.nOst

Drutcglgts.

L.

Nov. 5.

_

Cotton Seeds
One seed of cotton will, in ordinary
conditions, produce 40,000,000,000 seeds
in sir years.

jtotjrrtiannmi*

Diseases of Children
I find worms one of the most common
of children’s diseases—eit hei p*n worms or
These parasites make
stomach worms.
lurir

picociKC

leit

irnuu^u

Uric Acid Poison
Undermines Health
When uric acid {recomes seated in the
kidneys, bowels, and blood, these organs
begin to decay. Rheuma (not a “cureall,” but a specialist’s prescription for all
forms of rheumatism only), overcomes this

condition.

It

limbers

up the stiffened

ILcga: Xrtnesw
NOTH K

OP FOKKCLOHUKK.
Hattie
Florence

Trott,
Eden, Hancock county, Maine, by her
WHEREAS.
deed dated the
of
of

twenty-ahth day
mortgage
October, a d. 1910, and f* corded in the Han
cock registry of deeds, book 475, page 526,
to
the
unders
me,
conveyer
gned, a certain
parcel of real estate situate in Eden, in the
county of Hancock, aud bounded as fellows,
to wit:
Beginning on the south si le of the county
road on line of land formerly of T. H. Leland
and follows said line southwesterly twentyseven aud or e fourth rods to a stake on the
corner of th«
fence; thmee north fifty five
degrees west twfnty and one third rods to a
stake in the corner cf the fence; tnence north
thirty teven degree- east thirty-three rods to
the county road; (hence following said road
easterly twenty-six rods to the first mentioned bound aud contains four aefes, more or
less.
Also one other certain lot or parcel of
in
land
situated
said
bounded
Eden,
and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on tne southern side of the
county rond on line of land first above described and follows said line southwesterly
thirty rods; thence at right angles southeasterly eight rods; thence northeasterly
parallel with the first line to the county road;
thence by the county road to the place of
beginning, and contains one and one-half
aerts, more or less.
Also one other lot or parcel of land situated
in stid E eu, bounded and described as follows. to wit:
Beginning at the south corner of Orien H.
Leland’s bouse lot. theDce running south
forty-six degrees west following westerly line
of land formerly of F A, Leland fifteen rods,
more or less, to an ash tree °potted for a corner; thence north fifty nine degrees and
thirty seconds west eighteen rods and four
links to a cedar post set in the ground;
tbence north
thirty-seven degrees east
twenty rods more or less to the western
corner of said Orien H. Leland’s house lo’:
thence following the southwest line of said
bouse lot southeasterly twenty and one third
rods to the first
mentioned bound, containing two acres, more or less. Being the
same piemises conve-ed to me by Orien H.
Leland. Together with all buildings thereon:
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken; uow, therefore, by reason
of the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Mary A. Suminsby.
Bar Harbor. Me., Oct. 30, 1915.
In the District Court

of

the United States for

family joints, reduces swellings, and quickly
the Hancock District of Maine.
Avery Gray house for the winter. cleans the poison from the diseased orIn the matter of
r
w„_l.
ln
Dudley L. Mayo,
the winter.
[) No- I26'61
W. L. Wentworth, Ernest Snow and gans.
Bankrupt.
G. A. Parcher and all druggists sell
This part of the tow n was well repreHarvey Snow are at home from a hunting Rheuma for 50 cents and will return your To the creditors of Dudley L. Mayo, of Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock and
sented at the Sunday school convention at trip near Amherst.
Be sure to get
money if not satisfied.
district aforesaid, a bankrupt
Rheuma trade marked package.
North tirooksville, Wednesday.
Dr. Alvab Abrams and wife left Saturday
is hereby Biven that on the 30th
N v.
;
t._J.
The engagement is announced of Miss on their return to their home in Hartford,
NOTICE
day of October a. d. 1915 the said
™
L. Mayo was
duly adjudicated
Dudley
Easter
Olive
Smith, formerly of West after two weeks at the farm here.
BROOKUN.
bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his
WE LOAN A BANK
creditors will be held at my office. EllsBrooksville. and George Croak, of New
Nov. 8.
M.
>ii*n H ten Mayo vn-irtd in Rockland
worth, Maine. Nov. 20, 1915, at 2 o’clock
for home “money-catching”, to all
Haven, Conn.
in
the afternoon, at
which
time
the
htr home

into the

_

last

w ee

Mrs. Alma
for

a

few

*

Bartlett baa gone to Portland

eeka.

Roland K. C rier has t la

H S
on

bie

A
for

bouse

up and

arderi.

ly

pa-

K

ciKiti

K

ia

m*'

lat

r*rn*

oaton

Mi>a

having
lory.

for the

w

baa gone

inter.

tinaith. of South Penobscot,
isapending is vacation here. He la accompanied by Mr*. Buiioh.
Mi-® Beaaie Alien it

spending several
the

guest of her

aunt, Mrs. Charles Sabeon.

U«<irge C. Herrick

is

having

.

houae

the land which be purcbaaed
tbc estate of
Henry B. Booper.
on

returned

boawfianday.

Several from town will attend tbe
golden wedding of Mr. nad Mrs. Charles
Bstnun at Bargentville Monday evening.

BredBtewsrt and Artbar Cole have returned from Camden, wbeee they have
lieen with the boats of the Farnsworth
Backing Co.
Nor.fi.
Cn Femme.
SEDGWICK.
Mrs.

Abbie

Brooksvills.
A. 8.

Nicholson is visiting

in

of the

Noyes Stove Co.,

town.

H. Theodore Smith visited hie unde. Dr.

Tiptey, st BeUsst fast week.
'• S.
Cendage, who hsd bia leg
recently,

ate

Mrs. Charles Saun-

ill.

WardwelL,
regret
of her serious injury by a fall.
Mrs. Charles Hutchins and son Carle
have gone to Franklin, where Mr. H utchins is employed for the winter.
Mrs. Snaie Soule, of Bluehill, a recent
visitor at Mrs. Patten’s, has gone to Manchester, N, H., to take a business course.

There will he a masquerade ball at tbe
hall Thanksgiving night, under the
direction of Morrill Dunn and Victor
town

Gray.
D.

Nov. a.
_

balisbujsy cove.
Missea Loua and Margaret Rich returned Baturday evening from a week’s
visit in Boston.

Miss Dorothy Bearle, the .teacher, spent
Sunday at the home of Wellington Salisbury and aife.
Mrs. Cora Karst and daughter Josephine, of Bar Harbor, spent tbe week-end
with her father, H. K. Emery.
RNov. 8.
_

HEAL COVE.
Miss Georgia Lust spent last week in
Northeast Harbor.
Walls wbo has been employed
tbe steamer J. T. Morse, ia at borne.

Arthur

McAlister,

w»lerviUe, is in

patrons who desire
get yours to-day.

it able to be around

on

broken
cratches.

Mias H. H. Cole entertained her Sunday
rebool cists st her home Saturday afternoon.
Mist Baby Dority, who hoe been telephone operator at Blaehill during the
rummer, la home.

Mra. Sophronle Johnson came from Deer
Irle recently to
spend the winter with her
•ister, Mrs. H. O. Young.
H. Pervear and J. F. Gray were
•along those who attended King Hiram
council at Bookland Friday.
Della Gray, who was here attending
high school, was taken ill and removed to
her home at West
Sedgwiok Saturday.
Mist M. H. Small, who has been aeeiefsnt in the
paetofBoe, has finished her
A Clogged System Needs Attention.
Are yoo bilious, dissy and listlceeT
Dr.
~* New Ufe Pills taken nt once eelse
upon constipation and start the bowels motnaturally and easily. Moreover. It acts
"ltboot griping. Neglect of a clogged system
“Iten lends to most serious complications. If
rou wish to wnks up to-morrow morning
happy in mind and entirely satisfied, start
your treatment to-night. 16c. a bottle.

same.

Better

Han. Co. Savings BANK, Ellsworth
Railroads and Stramboats.

TO STOP A COLD QUICK.

on

C. ->1. Reed, John Pervear and wife,
Martin and Ernest Lani are at home
Irom Nortbeaat Harbor.
N.
Nov. 8.
_

VERONA.
Mrs. Althera W. Heath died at her home
here Thursday, Nov. 1, at tbe age of
sighty-eigbt years. Hhe leaves three children—Zebbie Heath and Roseltba Aimer,
if Verona, and Alice C. Aimer, of Hamplen; one brother—R. McCaalin, of Winslow, and one sister—Mrs. Am ilia Bennett,
if

Verona._
EAST BLUE HILL.

Addison Webber is ill.
J. Nelson Candage, wbo ia over seventy
fears old, shot two deer Friday afterHeld.
Mr. Candage was
loon in bis
jleased with bis good luck, as bis health
a not very good, and be is not able to hunt
lor deer and otber game as be has in tbe
last.
Nov. 8.

-_

B.

■other Gray's Sweet Powders for Children.
Bad Stomach, Teething
or Feverishness,
jisorders, more and regulate tbe dowels and
Used by
ire a pleasant remedy tor Worms.
■others for 26 years. Thay nner fail. At ail,
Address
1 traRgisu’,
25c.
Sample FBBH.
Ulen B. Olmsted, LeBoy, N. Y.

Eat this, letting it melt in your
and slowly trickle down your
Repat this dose Of Johnson's
Anodyne Liniment on sugar say about
or four hours.
three
every
Keep warm and don’t get in a draft, but
have plenty of fresh air in the room.
Probably you have heard of Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment, but may t« you didn't
know that old Doctor Abner Johnson, a
Maine doctor, disoovered the formula. It
is a flue liniment. Whenever you need a
real good liniment to rub on lor muscular
“rbeumatiz”, aches, sprains, bruises and
so on, Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is the
thing to use. All druggists sell it. Sometimes it does wonders for muscular rheumatism, and it will take the pain out anyway and reduce tbe swelling. You better use it. It will give yoareal help whenever you need a liniment for any ache,
sugar.
mouth
throat.

pain

or

QUARRIES. FACTORY

Quick

Remedy for Catarrh

G. A. Parcher Guarantees That Hyomel Will Relieve The Worst Case
of Catarrh In Ellsworth.
When one of the most reputable
concerns in Ellsworth guarantees that
a medicine will produce benefit or he
will refund the money, it speaks volumes for the merits of that remedy.
It is in this way that Mr- Parcher is
selling Hyomei, the treatment that
has helped so many cases of acute and
chronic catarrh in Ellsworth and

vicinity.
Hyomei

LOCA-

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS
Located

on

the line of the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROA.
give opportunity to thoee desiring to make
a change in location for a new start in life.

Undeveloped Water Powers,
Ualimited Raw

Material,

and

Good
in

rivum

suDscnoer

notice

tnat

nereoy gives
1 he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
NANCY A. MADDOCK8, late of ELLS-

WORTH,
in the connty of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
hsving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for

bruise.

Has Faith

said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
s trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., Nov. 8. 1915.

appoint

Mrs.

of

Bev. Louis West ,whs was called to Nova
Bcotig by the illneaa and death of his

mother,

NORTH ORLAND.

Frank P. Alley and wife, with bis sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Sullivan, of Portland, returned Saturday

Tbe minute yon feel you btve caught
Raymond Preble, who has been cold take a two.to four gr»in quinine pill
or some rhinitis pills—any druggist will
□sreins: in Orrington several weeks, is at tell
you how.
the Morrill Dunn’s lor a few days.
Tb«.n take a dessert spoonful of sugar
Tbe many friends here of Mrs. Abbie and pour on it several drors of Johnson’s
Liniment- enough to Beak the
to learn Anodyne
of EastOrland,

Rev. Cheater

built

Lionise Meade and

to

0. U Five sod R. L. Smith and wife
le*ve Thursday tor Illusion, to attend the
Brook I in reunion.

SargentvtUe,

a

utmuwjtuquB

ders

Ethel Townsend, of Bloebill, is
guest of Mrs. £. L raitb.
M'sa MadelU Small, of bedgwick, spent
tbe week-end with Miss Maas Dullard.

in

week

visiting his
sisters, Mrs. Ada Grindle and Miss Lucy
Jones, left.Sunday for Penobscot.
Tomson.
Nov. 8.

wife left to-day

Mi-n

days

who has been here for

built

wee-;.

Marguerite Carter

Lyon, Ma-a.,

Brockton, Mass.,

of

URL AND.

worth and

fora

addition

an

George Grindle,

Await

Farming Land

Development.

Communications regarding locations
invited usd will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTUAL, or to
are

INDUSTRIAL bureau,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
POUTLAND, MAINE.

settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Lynwood F. Oils

Sept. 7,1916.
subscriber hereby gives notice th -t
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
PETER STARKEY, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the esof
said deceased are
tate
desired to
the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Alprbd A. Starkey.
October 25, 1915.

THB

Sresent

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator with the will annexed of the estate of
MARGARET A. PIERCE, late of LAMOINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said
deceased
are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im

THE

mediately.

Al L*TM 1C-WAY-BY-WATER

Fred L. Mason.

Nov. 2,1915.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
DAVID AARON SIMPSON, late of SULLI-

THE

VAN,
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being requirtd by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands sgainst the estate of
in the

said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, »nd all indebted thereto aie
requested to make payment immediately.
Wm. O. Embry.
Nov. 2, 1915.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
be has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
ELLEN F. EMERTON late of ELLS-

Eastern Steamship Lines THE

hereby

PHIA,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direots;
that he ha- appointed Edward B. Mears of 26
Mt. Desert street in tbe town of Eden, county
of Hancock and State of Maine, as his agent
within the said State of Maine, and he does
stipulate and agree that tbe aervice of any
legal process against him as snch executor, or
that the service of sny apeh process against
him in bis individual capacity in any action
founded upon or arising out of sny of his
acts or omissions as such executor shall, if
i made on such agent, have like effect as if
| mane on him personally within the said State
All
of Maine.
persons having demands

against the estate of said deceased are desired to present tbe same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immedia tely.
William Masters Camao.
Nov. 2. 1915.

subscriber, Edward C. Pickering, of
Cambridge, county of Middlesex, commonwealth of Massachusetts, hereby gives
that he has been duly appointed
n- tice
executor of the last will and testament and
codicil thereto of
MABY C. SPARES, late of CAMBRIDGE,
deceased, and given bonds as tbe law directs;
that be has appointed Edward tt. Mears, of 28
Me. Desert street in tbe town of Eden, connty
of Hancock and State of Maine, as his agent
within the said State of Maine, and he does
stipulate and agree that the service of any
legal process against him r.s such executor,
such process
tbe service of. any
or that
against him in his individual capacity in any
ac ion founded upon or arising out of any of
his acts or omissions as such executor, shall, if
made on such agent, have like effect as if
made on him personally within tbe said State
All persons
of Maine.
haviDg dt mands.
againsi the estate of said deceased, are desired to present ihe same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately
Edward C. Pickering,
Executor.
Nov. 2, 1915.

THE

Restoring Color and
Beauty to ^Iray or Faded Hair.
For

Herrick.

town

Augustine

Shreveport, La.—“I had a bad stomach trouble for years and became so
weak I could hardly walk or do any
work. My appetite was poor, my food
would not digest, I bloated and was very
weak and nervous. I tried many remedies without help. I saw Vinol advertised and tried it, and now my stomach
trouble is completely cured and I am
well.”—E. L. Marshall.
Vinol is guaranteed to tone up the
tired, over-taxed and weakened flerves
of the stomach and create strength.

HAIR BALSAM

deranged stomach, swollen
upper lip, sour stomach, ofNov. 8.
L.
fensive breath, hard and full
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
belly with occasional gripMiss Ethel Oray ia employed at the
I in£8 and pains aboat the
Clark high school, as Latin teacher.
face of
leaden
Trade Mark nave** pal«
Miss Bertha Perkins has returned from tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyeof
the
nose, itching of the
itching
an extended visit in Lewiston and Water- i lids,
rectum, short dry congb, grinding of the
ville.
red
teeth, little
points sticking out on
starting during sleep, slow fever.
Percy Perkins and wife spent Sunday at tongue,
For over sixty years Dr. True’s Elixir,
Hermon with their parents, Moses Bryant the
Family Laxative and Worm Exreller,
and wife.
my father’s discovery, has been the standard remedy for worms, stomach disorders
Ernest Oray and wife, of Searsport, and
constipation, both for children %nd
visited his sister, Mrs. Meilie
Qrindle, adults. Mr. Wm. L. Wylie, of Houston,
last week.
Texas, writes: “I want to say that Dr.
True’s E ixir ie certainly a fine medicine.”
Mrs. Will Stover, of Bluehili, has been
Advice
At all dealers’, 35c, 50c and fl.00.
spending a few days with her mother, free. Write.
Mrs. Hannah Gray.
Auburn, Maine.
Farmers from the aotbern part of the
are busy
hauling potatoes, which
are being stored in the potato house, under the supervision of Harvey Leach.
Nov. 8.
L.

Yield* to Delicious Vinol

Hermon Gray was called here Thursday
by the illness of his mother, Mrs. Eliza

subscriber, William Masters Oamac,
of tbs city and county of Philadelphia,
of
commonwealth
Pennsylvania,
gives notice chat be has been duly appointed
executor of the last will and testament of
WILLIAM CAMAC, late of said PHILADEL-

THE

BAD STOMACH TROUBLE

Bangor.

has gone to Cashis daugh-

Harvey Webster came from Qolden
Ridge last Tuesday. He shot a deer before leaving which be brought borne.

^

term

with

Mrs. Ada Conner, of Castine, her son
Arthur, wife and children, were gueBts
last week of Ross Conner and wife.

and broke her

MissS. £.

Mrs. Henrietta‘Billings, who moved to
Orlend last summer, is now living with
her grendaon, Boy Troudy, who recently
bought her former home here.
B.
Nov. 8.

Iigsy ygttrrg,

&m>rr*i*cnunta

motor

a

ter, Mrs. Charles Devereux.

Charles

is
having a new
chimney built in tne ell of bis bouse.
The son born to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Weaaei
baa been
named
Wentworth

trip through Aroostook
county, visiting Mrs. Alley’s parents at
Medway, and other relatives.
Smith and wife, of Bock’s Mills,
were here Saturday.
from

telephone in-

a

stalled in his

week.

Mrs. Phcbe Wood, one of
Surry's oldest
residents, died at the home of her daughMrs.
ter,
Charles Coulter, Wednesday.

She

NORTH CABTINK.

Mrs. Lowena Rioe is at home, after

in town.

are

,l,e winter.

\driel Barnard, U. ci M., 18, .pent Bst-

f

of

of

l«nd.

and wife have cloeed
Hon. O. F. Fellow,
home here and gone to Bangor for

NEWS,

COUNTY

subscriber, Emilia B. Thompson, of
the city and county of Philadelphia,
commonwealth of Pennsylvania, hereby plvea
notice that she has been duly appointed
executrix of tbe last will and testament and
codicils thereto of
JAMES B. THOMPSON, late of said PHILA-

THE

DELPHIA,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs;
that she has appointed Edward B. Mears, of
26 Mt. Desert street, in the town of
Eden,
couuty of Hancock and State of Maine, as her
agent within the said state of Maine, and she
does stipulate and agree that the service of
any legal process against her as such executrix, or that the service of any snch process
against her in her individual capacity in any
action founded upon or arising ont of any of
her acts or omissions as such executrix, shall,
if made on-such agent, have litre effect as if
made on her personally within the said State of
Maine. All persons having demands against
tbe estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requetted »o make payment imEmilia B. Thompson.
mediately.
November 2. 1915.
fPHE subscriber. William Masters C'amao,
X of the city and county of Philadelphia,
commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Hereby gives
notice that be has been uulv appointed
executor of the last will and testament of
MABY EVA CAvlAC LEWI8, late of said

PHILADELPHIA,
deceased, aAd given bonds as the law directs;
that he has appointed Edward B. Mears, of 26
Mi. Desert street, in the town of Eden,
county of Hancock and State of Maine, as his
the said State
of Maine,
within
ageut
and
be
does stipulate
and
that
agree
of
the
service
legal
any
process
against him as such executor, or that the service of any such process against him in his
individual capacity in any action founded
upon or arising out f any of his acts or
omissions as such executor, shall, if made on
such agent, have like effect as if made on him
personally within the said State of Maine.
All persons having demands against tbe estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are reque ted to make payment imWilliam Masters Camac.
mediately.
Nov. 2,1915.
>

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
WILLIS E. BUNKER, late of CRANBERRY

THE

ISLES,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and been
excused from giving bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of «aid deceased are desired to present the

same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.

Rkna A. Bonkbr.

Nov. 2,1915.
subscriber hereoy gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
ELMER E. SMALLIDGE. late of MOUNT

THE

DESERT.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persors
the estate of said dthaving demands against
ceased are desired to prwoenl the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
S. Logisb Smallidgb.
Nov. 2, 1915.

rflHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X he has been duly appointed guardian of
MTLLIE M.

MILCN, of SOUTHWEST

HARBOR,
in the county of Hancock and given bond as
the law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of siid ward are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted the eto are requested to make payO. L. Milan,
ment immediately.
Swan’s Island, Maine.
October 80, 1915.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed guardian of
CHARLES R. CIRONE, of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, ward, and given
bonds «s the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said ward are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Marie E. Cirone.
Oct. 28, 1915.

THE

snisenher

hereoy

notice that

gives
he has been duly appointed administraTHE
of the estate of
tor

JULIA A. STEWART, late of PENOBSCOT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted tkeieto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Fred 0. Hill.
Corinth, Maine,
Nov 2. 1915.

WORTH.
---,,, ----1
is not a pill nor is it a spray
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
subscriber hereby gives notice that
lotion that must be rubbed in.
r|^HE
PAUL SCHKDULB
th< term* of said will. All
A. he has been dnly appointed adminisbeing
required
by
It is an oil, the air of which you
BANGOR LINK
trator of the estate of
persons having demands against the estate ot
iust breathe in your nose, throat and
said deceased are desired to present the same SEWALL L.
BRIMMER, late of MARIAsettlement, and all indebted thereto art ♦
lungs by the aid of an inhaler that Tarb<n« Steel OtuuMhipi CAMDEN and for
VILLE,
requested to make payment immedlat. ly.
BELFAST
Benefit will
comes with every outfit.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
his
Leave Bangor Monday, Welneaday, Thursbe
from
seeu
the
first
bonds
as
Joseph
given
the
law directs.
G.
very
usually
X
All persons
Embrton,
II
day and Saturday at IIjQO a m, Wlnterport, 11.46
mark. having demands against the estate of said
treatment.
a a, Bucksport 11.-10 p m. lor Sesraport. Bel
Nov. 2.1915.
deceased are desired to present the same for
| settlement, and all
This air destroys all germ life in the faut, Camden. Rockland aad Boston.
indebted thereto are reRETURNING—Leave India wharf, .Boston,
air pHssages and lungs and enriches
quested to make payment immediately.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
and Fi lday at SAO
Lynwood F. Giles.
and purifies the blood with the ad- Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
appointed execu1
h,M.
b^?.n
^uly
Nov.
2.
1915.
trix of the last will and testament of
ditional oxone it supplies. It banishes
BAR HARBOR LINE
catarrh of the head and throat and
Leave Rockland Wednesday and Saturday ISAAC N. SALISBURY, late of LAMOINE.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
in the county of Hanoock, deceased, no bond*
6.0 am, for Bar Harbor and intermediate
he has been
respiratory organs. Wherever these at
Return leave Bar Harbor Mondav being required by the terms of said will. All tor of the estate ofduly appointed adtuinisiralandings.
mucous membranes contain catarrhal ai d
Thursday at lO.fdam for Rockland and
having demands against the esMATTIE ALLEY, late of ORLAND,
te of said deceased are desired to
Cirson*
germs, there Hyomei will do its work intermediate landings
present j
BLUE HILL LIMB
the same for settlement, and all indebted I in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
of healing.
are
thereto
bonds as the law directs. All persona
to
make
requested
Leave Rockland Wednesday and Saturday
payment imThe complete Hyomei outfit is ina«ing demands against the estate of said
for Bloohill and intermediate mediately.
at 6. 0
deceased are desired to present the same for
expensive, and includes an inhaler, landings.am,
Ma*y Susan Salisbury.
Nov. 2. 1915.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reReturn leave BlnehUl Monday and Thursdropper and sufficient Hyomei for
quest* d to make payment immediately.
several weeks’ treatment.
day at 9.00 s m, for Rockland a id intermediFbbd L. Mason.
ate landings.
subscribers hereby give notice that
Remember that if Hyomei does not
Nov. 2,1915.
On Fridays s st eels! trip will be made fr >m
they nave been duly appointed adm nisrelieve you Mr. Parclier will refund Rockland to Rrooklln and retut n, making all trators with the will annexed of the estate not
Intermediate lan tings.
already administered of
subscriber hereby gives notice that
your money.
PARKER SPOPPORD, late of BUCKSPOBT,
he has been duly appointed adminisSteamers of the Monnt Desert Linee contrator of the estate of
in
theof
Hat
cock.
county
deceased,
nect at Rockland with Bangor Line steamers
and
8ARAH B. CARPENTER, late of EDEN,
given bonds as the
law directs.
from aud to Boston.
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
All persons
having demands against the in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Lad I eat Aolf your Itrnnlst fnc A\
estate
of
said
decease
1
are
oesired to given bonds as the law directs.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
I'bl-fkea-terk Diamond Krand/A\
All perpresent the same for settlement, aud all in- sons having demands
1*111# In Red and Gold Birtallic\V/
against the estate
Steamships North Land and North Star. debted thereto aie requested
to make payboxes, sealed witn Bh« Ribbon, V/
of
said deceased are desired to
Reduced farts in elust. B3.00 to New York. ment
present
Taka no oikar. Bay of roar v
immediately.
the name for settlement, and all indebted
Reduced stateroom prices
Leave Franklin
I thereto
AskforCHi.Cim.TERB
John A. Phtbss.
Druflat.
are requested to make payment im|
DIAMOND BRAND FILLS, for 9ft
Wharf, Portland, Tuesday, Thuraday aid
William E. Whiting.
I
mediately.
yasn known ss Best. Safest. Always Reliable
Saturday at 6.00 p m.
Ellsworth, Maine.
Bvhon F. Bobbins.
,A1<C
H. T. SANBORN, tgent, Bangor.
Oct. „„
27.1915.
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE I
Nov. 2, 1915.
or a
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SYKES’
CLERK

THE OLD RELIABLE

I

rolls* Thio System and Y«u May Oat
All old hens*that have become !
Mora Accurate Tima.
! unprofitable should t* disposed
You cannot secure the beet aerrleea
| of. Il Is only a waste of money
from a good watch or clock unless yon
to be feeding a lot of hens that
know how to wind them so as to cause
[ bring in no revenue.
tbe least wear and Irregularity In their
All male birds that are not
delicate nfllcbinery.
! needed for next year's breeders
A watch should be wound at tbe
are the first ones that should lie j
If allowed to
same time every day.
eliminated from the flock.
run down or even ulmttst tlo so and
Buttermilk makes good eggs t
then wound op until it will not wind
! and lots of them.
any further it cannot do as perfect
Half starved hens are not so
xg work as a watch flint Is not allowed
ones.
as
fat
i
! productive
to run to its full capacity or wound
Loose liowels show an excess
j up until it is u> riglu as It can be
out
of some kind of food. Kind
8 made.
S
I
what It Is and slow up a bit.
If a watch Is wound Isith morning
anti evening at alsutt the same hour

By SARAH BAXTER

COUNTY

WINDING THE CLOCK.

POULTRY PICKINGS.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Tracy waa in Ellsworth
Saturday
Claranca P. Lurvey baa been
ln 8oolh
a,h'

B. K.
•eat

Sykes

was

a

clerk

In

a

small store in tile east till he bad by
raving nccuniulated some capital: then
he went out to Colorado to become a

ROYAL

merchant

on

his

own

account.

This

years ago.
Sykes' store was located at a crossroads lu a mlniug district In the far
west, and the proprietor did a thriving business, supplying the wants of
miners lu a circuit of tifteen miles. He
did all his work himself because ho
couldn't hire a clerk for less than $100
a month, and that would eat up a good
share of bis pro tits.

BAKING POWDER
Absolutely Purs

One day a inau came luto the store
to buy some goods, and after settling
tbe bill asked Sykes bow he managed
to handle so much business alone.
Sykes told him that he should hare a
helper and why be didn't get one. Tbe
man suggested that he could hire a
woman cheap enough, and after some
seated. Tbe average age of the class is conversation said he knew a woman
thirty-two ears; the average uumberof who would be glad to work for whatterms taught, thirty.
ever Sykes thought he could afford to
pay. The merchant told him to send
BLUEHILL.
her along and he would see about It.
A few daya after that a young woFrank O'Brien is in Cherryfleld on busiman appeared at the store, and Sykes
ness.
hired her for a very small salary. He
James R. Abram is in New York on
soon learned that she waa as valuable
business.
to him as a man. but he did not raise
A.
Barker
and
wife
have
returned
Ralph
her salary.
Moreover, he tested her
from their trip to New Haven and Boston.
honesty by leaving cash where she
Mrs. Willis Osgood was called to Rum- could take It without being discovered,
ford Fills recently by the desth of sn but she called his attention to It. at
aunt.
the same time remarking on hla care-

MADE FROM CREAM OF TARTAR

I
VKW«

OOUXTY
EGYPT.

OBITUARY.

The death of Miss Alice Ackley Butler,
which occurred at Butler’s Point, Frank-

lin,

30,

Oct.

noted in the columns of

was

but

The American,

her

life deserves

than passing mention.
She was the daughter of the late Prof.
Wilson Butler, and was born in Warren,
JR. I., in 1889. She was a graduate of Radcliffe, and in securing her education she
that was
the resourcefulness
showed
characteristic of her. She soon developed
fine teaching ability, inherited io part, no
more

a

White Plains, N. Y.

school at
her

efficiency

rare

charm of

an

as
a

was

personality that,

S. O.

wife have returned
from an automobile trip through Washington and Aroostook counties.

the

with its

Hinckley

and

cheery manner and helpful spirit, endeared her to those who came within the
circle of her influence.
The illness of her father brought a new
duty to lifer, and she devoted herself to
him, trying, with the otffer members of

Miss Ethel M. Townsend, assistant in
the postofflce, is spending a vacation in
Brookline
and
Mass.
Miss
Boston,
Florence Morse is acting aa assistant.

tbe family, to w'ard off the inevitable.
Not long after his death, she was stricken,

bor,

for two years she fought a battle
with the dread disease, a battle that deserved a better ending. Through it all
she showed a fortitude that was heroic
and a spirit of resignation that revealed
her faith and hope in the God of Things

M. C. Marshall and family, of Seal Harhave moved into one of John M.
Snow’s houses on Maple
street.
Mr.
Marshall bas opened a barber shop in the

and

a

sThey

Are.

were spent between west
Hancock and Batter’s Point, and all tbe
neighbors in tbese communities bad a
warm regard lor ber because of unaffected-

Her vacations

ness

of

and

manner

ber desire to cbeer

Gnndte block.

Nov. 8.

|

lessness.
At this time

desperado called Simdoing a good deal of damage In the neighborhood and Sykes
thought It would be lietter for him to
mons

Edward I. Parker spent last week in
Belfast. Willis Snowman took his place
in Twining’s store.

Added to

instructor

Mrs. Max Abram picked a branch from
bush on Nov. 1, with ripe ber-

raspberry

ries and blossoms.

from her father, who was one of
the foremost educators in Massachusetts.
She began her career as a teacher in the

doubt,

H.

News baa been received of tbe death in

a

was

hire a man Instead of a woman, since
he might need help If Simmons came
down on him. He mentioned the matter to his clerk and she said that she
could use a revolver as well as a mau,
and If anything hapi>ened .she would
prove it
Sykes was persuaded and
kept her in her iwsltlon. but be didn't
pay her a men's wages.
.<■<' clerk became so useful to him
the.! he c!. .liia.ly left one duty after
> i ev ih.u he had
.:u<;. icr
alwayscon•h.e d he u;isi attend to himself, and
ti.rc.y ,ic 1...1.CU over to her his book..c
N. t ,v it list aiming the evidence
tie .1 .1 of oe.' honesty, he couldn’t
mi.
himself to ccumle his cash to

Hollywood, Calif., on October 23, of Mary urn. u iie.i a rm,;>e; mum iiasiuHi into
Bridgham Hill, only daughter of Junius a Lana or a stj.e they threatened to
W. and Sarah B. Hill, former residents klil v, ln.e.cr kiiea tlie safe combinahere.
The family moved to southern tion uu.c
i: «c c given up.
Sykes
California on account of Mfos Hill’s health
argued laat if lie u.oue could oi>en the
some

years

ago.

safe there woukl lie less likelihood of
loss than If another possessed it, esiieclally If that other was a woman, tie
gave this to Ills clerk us an excuse for
not entrusting her with the combination, and she admitted that It was a
very wise precaution.
Sykes kept turning over bis capital
ao steadily that there was never much
cash on hand. He was always owing
money for goods, and aa soon us be
received remittances to any considerable amount he paid it out to his creditors.
One day his clerk asked him
why he didn’t let his creditors wait
for their money Instead of paying ao
promptly and make Interest on It. adding that if be should at any time And
it impossible to pay cash they would
suspect something was wrong with
him.
Sykes was Impressed with the
Idea and ceased paying so promptly.
After that there were occasional accumulations of cash on band.
One day Sykes was In the back of
the store figuring over his cash account
His clerk was at the front
dusting the shelves. It was at an
hour when few persons came to the
place to make purchases, and no one
besides the two were In the store. A
man came In. said something to the
clerk, and the two walked back to
Hopkins
gone
where Sykes was at work. He recogFranklin to spend the winter with ner nized In the man the
perhon who had
mother, Mrs. Macomher.
recommended his clerk.
M. W. Hamor and wife are goiug to
“Mornln’, Mr. Sykes." he said. “How
Northeast Harbor, where Mr. Hamor has are you pleased with the young womemployment on a cottage.
an I sent you?"
Miss Luzetta Bwazey baa gone to Bar
"Very much," Sykes replied.
Harbor for tbe winter. Sue baa employ"He doesn’t believe that women's
ment at Mrs. John Rich’s.
services are worth as much as a
Tbere is renewed interest in the Y. P. man’s," said the clerk. "1 have been
C. E., and several active members bave with him long enough for a raise, but
I don’t get It."
recently been added to tbe society.
Sykes looked uncomfortable. There
Lewis
Harvey, wife end two little
daughters, Lenora and Eleanor, of Otter was something ley cold In the tone In
Creek, were the Sunday guests of Mr. and which she said this.
“Don't you find her trnsrtrorthy T’
Mrs. E. E. Sargent.
Mrs. Harvey will be
remembered as
Mias Fannie Young, of asked the man.

HANCOCK.
and help others. With fine tact and grace,
she filled ber pert of the community life.
Horace Strst ton was home from L. of
The funeral was held Tuesday at But- M. tor tbe week-end.
ler’s Point, conducted by Kev. P. A. A.
Mrs. EIIcd Crabtree, who has been quite
Kiilam, of Ellsworth. Throughout her ill of bronchitis, is much better.
illness, kind friends had shown many
Mrs. C. B. Young was a guest last week
attentions to her, and in ber death they
of ber daughter, Mrs. Maurice Lymburner,
were still represented by the many beautiat Bar Harbor.
ful flowers. The interment wss in the
W. 8. Stratton, J. R. Stratton and C. P.
family lot at the cemetery on McFarland’s
Cook are basing furnaces installed and
hill.
Those from away in attendance at tbe other improvements made on their homes.
1
service wars Prof. Harris Taylor, of New
Oapt. C. A. Crabtree epent a law days
York, and Howard F. Butler, of Boston, at home last week while hie barge waa |
uncles of the deceased, Mrs. Wallace loading stone at Rockland.
This waa
Mitchell, of Portland, and Mrs. Arthur Oapt. Crabtiee’a lint visit home for six
Mitchell, of Freeport, aunts of Mias But- years, and his neighbors end friends were
ler.
glad to tee him.
A sister, Miae Hope, of Bradford acadThe Canning club, under tbe direction
emy, and a brother, Chauncey M., a of their leader, Mr*. Nancy Young, it'
student at Harvard, and the two brothers preparing an entertainment to be preat borne, Adolf and Allen, are the other sented at tbe town hall. Thanksgiving
children of the family, all being present night. Tbs program will consist of reciat the servioe, Mrs. Mary R. Butler, the tations, music sod a short
Thanksgiving
grandmother, with whom tbe deceased P*sy.
was a great favorite, was called back from
Nov. 8.
C.
Brunswick. The devoted mother, whose
sorrows have multiplied in the la-t few
WEST EDEN.
years, and all the rest of the family, have
J. F. Cnllsnln, of Oreenbnsh, Mass., wbo
the sincere sympathy of all.
has spent the summer here, bee returned
to Boston.
CASTINE.
Mrs. Clerence
has
to
—

ed

is in Massachusetts this

Brown

wgek.
Will
in

em

Sargent

is

spending the

week

Boston.

W. A. nicker is spending the week in
Boston and New York.
Mrs. Henry Brophy, of Fairfield, is tbe
guest of Miss Ellen Bropby.
Mrs. Alvin Hatch has returned to Philadelphia, after spending the tall in Oastine.
Mrs. Albert Clark spent last week in
Deer Isle, called there by the illness of her
father.
Mrs. A. A. Ricker has rsturned to Caatine, after spending the past fall in Maaaa
cbusetts.

Mrs. Clement, of Hampden, spent the
week-end in Caaline with ber daughter,
Mrs. Harquail.
Gertrude Bowden, who hat been teaching in Surry, is at bar home iu North
(Jest ino for a week.
Nov. 8.
G.
_

NORMAL SCHOOL

NOTES.

this

place.

Nov.

8.

M.
SEAWALL.

a

Mrs. Charles Haynes has returned from
visit to Banger.

E. Newman has been con lined to the
with grip and an abscess in hia
head.
H.

house

Friday eveniog, at Richardson hall, tha
Alexander Ward left Sunday (or Bangor
students enjoyed reports ol the teachers’ to take a course at the Shaw business
convention, given by the teachers ol the
college.
normal school, and
Miss (baant, tha
Mrs. Nelson Suminsby, of Bar Harbor,
principal’s secretary.
has been visiting her mother, Mrs. Will-

Richardson hall enThe
joyed a delightful hallowe’en social. A
ghost inarch, peanut race, and fortnnetelimg contributed to the enjoyment ol
the occasion. Apples and corn-bails were
The evening eioeed with the
served.
reading ol ghost stones, around tha lire.
students

ot

regarding the special class
consisting ol teachers of five years’ experience who are panning the one-year
established at Caatiue normal
course
school this year, show that members of
the class have taught in fifteen counties,
Statistics

Sagadahoc being

the

only

one

not repre-

Dolliver.
health.
Nov. 8.

iam

Mrs. Dolliver is in

j
|

was

poor

T. E. D.
DEER ISLE.

In the competition which la
be}ng carried on between the live SundZy schools of
the Island Fellowship, the Sunset school
won the banner for November,
adding
fourteen to the school and maintaining an
average attendance of 88 per cent, of its
enrollment. A net increase of 10 per oent.
has been achieved by all the schools in
the competition.

said Sykes, wondering
Perfectly.
what this wks lending to.
"He has never trusted me with the
safe combination,” said the woman.
“Hasn't he? Well. I reckon he’d better pay you some beck salary.” With
that he whipped a revolver from his
hip and covered Sykes. There was a
weapon in the desk on which Sykes
was figuring, but be dare not attempt
to get It out.
“Who are you and what do you want
here?” lie asked the man.
"I'm Andy Simmons, and that lady
is my wife. I don’t think you’ve treated her fair in not giving her a raise
since she’s been here, and I've called
In to see about It Supposin' you open
the safe?"
The gam" that had been played on
Sykes flashed upon him at once. He
-opened the safe while the man kept
him covered, and. after the woman had
gathered some $1,200 that was in it
they bound and gngged Sykes, walked
out of the store leisurely, mounted
horses stnndlng at the door and gal-

loped away.

ings where the flocks are not too large,
where these flock matings are used for
egg farming only and where the strictest cleanliness Is observed, writes M.
K. Boyer In the Western Poultry Journal.
Flocks of 100 head should be the
limit—fifty would be better. But this
for egg farmlug only. When It comes to
breeding, the flock system is entirely
wrong. While there may l>e good fertillty. there will not he as good, strong
chicks.
Breeding pens should vary—
according to the breed—from six to
fourteen females to a male. In Asiatics
Brnbmas. Cot-bins. Lungshans) six
-enisles to a male Is best; In the Amercan class (Plymouth Rocks. Wyanlottes. Rhode Island Reds, etc.) ten
females to a male, and In the Medlterranenn class fourteen females and a
male.
During the course of my experiments
( had all sorts of experiences.
One
rear 1 mated thirty Leghorn pullets to
strong, vigorous male, and the eggs
proved very fertile. The next year 1
sold off ten of these females and was
surprised that the remaining twenty
pullets (they were yearling liens then)
ave me better laying than the thirty
did ns pullets.
I do not wish to say
that hens arc better layers than pullets,
but 1 tielieve that this incideut proves
that had my thirty pullets tieen divided

Dor It v it
receiving trp.,
lb* Bar Harbor
bosptui.
Mi*. Mary A. Carroll,
ol.
Harbor, recently visited relative,
town
Mrs. Charles Urava* baa
returned (,uln
Bsr Harbor h. apital, » here she
ns, t,ePn
receiving treatment.

Southwest

■

Memoers ot Otwa.i lodge, I. o.
u
visited
tiaroor lodg„ j,
<lny fti/bt, mua wou«ij « Uejtr. fc.

k
’’

IbeB.uyiwesi

Union Sta.llidg,, ot
bradlord. M,,.,
last neck, called here
hy
death ol hi, brother, Elmer E
8mallja<e.
T. H. Hoge Patterson, who ha,
was lu town

and the key Is given only enough turns
lo wind It a little less than half what
It could be wound the watch will run
more evenly, we.r ninth longer anti
keep more accurate time than If It Is
wound tip tight once a day.
A watch spring will lust longer If It
is wound when there Is the least el
Homo of It tnperature. nud morning
and evening are, of coursta the beat In

After investigating the matter thoroughly, together with what experience
I have had. I see a benefit in flock mat-

Mildred

ment In

i|

SMALL FLOCKS AND
LARGE COMPARED

Harbor tbla week.

blre.

1

Jeremiah

NEW5

SLiiuysiJe,

b

.a

returned

Ham heat,

Ansel L.
week

their summer
cottage

inoutoa at

several

Ba.igor

lor

PhilsdeiphjT

to

rand

wu

,

i,>r me

winter.
|,1(.lt
a.lending high acbooi there,
Mrs. Harm, and nia, it
Kl

children

..re

t||

woo

uaa

oeeu

reaming

here

ouriug the
summer, recently left lor Boston (or
th.

winter.
^
that respect.
A mw photoplay serial, “Neal
It is more or less dangerous to wind j
0, lh#
a watcli during a heavy electric stonn.
Navy,” IS being shown at the Pastime
and it Is best to avoid winding while Tliui,day night*. The third
installment
will be show n Nov. 11.
on an electric ear.
An eight day clock should be wound j
A bow ling tournament will be
M,rltd
twice a week at as regular periods as ou lbs Neighborhood house
alleys -con
results.
best
the
to
secure
possible
Member! who desire lo enter
: Never allow the clock to run down,
msnl are requested to leave their
i,,mn
! and If inisslhle do not wind It until It j with the superintendent on or before Sat-

!

(be'tourna.

In

tight.

nrday night.

Learn by ext«rlence Just how many
turns of the key It take* to wind the
ELM KB K. SMALL! DO K.
rloek to run eight days and then when
Elmer E Smallidge, a
highly-respected
half of the week Is gone wind the citixeo, died at his home October a.
aged
tltKk by giving the key Just half as pity-tour years. Be weatboru in
.Noitbmany turns as It would require to wind eaat llarbur, the sen ot the late Naitun
More accurate time and Hannah Ullpatriek
It all the way.
:
Bmallidge, lnd
be had and It will avoid placing I bad lived here the graater
: will
part of his life.
Is
which
In
a
of
strain,
the
He
had
parts
won
the good will and
i any
r.spct
of
clocks
cnuse
the
good
all
who
knew
1 frequently
him.
some
before
out
In
particular
Mr. dn allidge was a member of Ocean
giving
they have served half ns long as they lodge, 1.0. O. F., and of Mount H-aert
should.
encampment, ol bar Harior, and always
attention to this novice will look an active interest in |tbese
organirt! A little the
clock
life of any watch or
lengthen
tiona. Nunhceel Harter bsa lost a
good
and make It a lietter timepiece.—New
blend and an e*le< med resident.
Hu
York American.
wife, Loui*e Lawler, and sen,*- IVtert
Lindsay, have the sympathy of all.
Tte funeral^ was held | in the Union
i

j

j

■

oi

A FAMOUS

MISER.

church on bundav afternoon, Oct. 31.
Kes. Mr. heller iftl, uied.
The cnurch
a
«f
After
Lif*
Wealthy
wa» filled
with neighbors and friend*.
and
Trickery.
Patty Saving
Members ot the Odd Fallow* lodge and
Thomas Cooke, known as the '’Islingencampment ailenued in a body. to pay
ton miser." left at his death more than
thiir final tlfbule lo the depurtid brother.
JCtx'.ooO. Ills whole life was one of pen- 1 be
Inleitnei.l was at Konst Hill oeroeury. petty saving and |>etty trickery,
tery. w here the Odd Fellows’ burial serlie made It a habit In order to get vice waa
read.
meals for nothing to fall In a pretended
beanies bis w ife and son. Mr.
Smallidge
fit In front of a house at dinner time is
survived by two brothers-Samuel
0.,
and on recovering he would naturally Ot this
place, and ilelon, of Massachusetts,
lie luvited to share the meal, which he
and two sisters—Mrs. A. I. Holmes, of
always did after the proper amount of boulhweat
Harbor, and Mrs. Hubert Lindbe
Often
would
protestation.
pretend say, of I aw re nee, Mas*.
to these kind people that they had savNov. 9.
L.
ed his life, would make a great fuss
over them and tell them he tnteudeil
THE FALLS, HANCOX
to remerobcY them or their children In
Barton Scammon, of Franklin, was the
his will.
week-end guest of hia nephew, Willie
One man, a poor relation, occasionalIkNdaui.
ly sent him ainall presents of hotter.
hi. E. Scammon, wifef and sons, of
This angered Cooke, who said to blm:
“Why send me such driblets, you who Bar Harboi, were gneau of F. P Goodwin
end wife Sunday.
are to get thousands and thousands at
The ; Christopher Brenton will move bis fammy death? 8end me a Orkla."
firkin and several more were sent, but
ily to Bar Harbor, w hare be hae employment for tbs winter.
neither this legacy nor any of the otb
era came to reality.
Mr*. Georgia Grant baafgone to Buetoo
_I like many men shrewd In petty to visit hag ton Vernon. She wee accomt ways, be was easily deceived In matpanied as tar as Bradford by her irraodPolish fowls are one of the oldest
I
ters out of his own line. Thus once laugbter, Qneenic'Amee.
known breeds. The American standard of perfection recognizes nine
when his horse was sick he was too
Friends ham of Mr. and Mrs. Haliie
different varieties of Polish. the
{ mean to pay a home doctor and asked Dow, of Boston, extend congratulation!
most
striking of which la the
advice of a quack, who told him be »n
White Crested Black. The hens are
the birth o' a daughter.
Mrs. Dow
must take thirty onions, drill a hole
prolific layers of white eggs, which,
was Mias Madge Moon, of this town.
however, are smell end the fertilthrough each, put them on a string, put
G.
Nov. 8.
ity does not run sa good as It oththe necklace around the bone's neck
er breeds.
The mature fowls are
and
let
It
there.
The
of
stay
expense
smaller than the Leghorn* but can
SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
be raised wltb profit with care. The
thirty onions was too much; be bought
Misa May Spaar baa gone to Ellsworth
picture shows a White Crested
fifteen, and when, after many days,
to work.
Black Polish ben.
they had aerved their puiroae. be took
Misses Marie and Ruth Simpeon visited
them to the servant and ordered her to
make an onion porridge for the day's in Brooklin last weak.
Into two pens Instead of being all in
Aldrich Richard and wife, who have
dinner.—Exchange.
one 1 would bare secured a much
been living here the paat year, have re'•
larger egg yield.
turned to Brocktou, Maes.
1 also experimented with twenty
Homemade Toothpowdsr.
Nov. 8.•C.
White
In a flock, alternatAn effective tooth
which can

Cook* Died

j

Wyandottes
males, and my egg yield

powder

J

be always recommended is made as
was not a
lilt greater thau 1 got from an adjoin- ! follows: One ounce of precipitated
dig pen of fourteen females. Besides, chalk, half an ounce of carbonate of
the overcrowding soou developed featb- soda, half an ounce of powdered orris
tool
Mix well together and pass three
er pulling In the Sock, and 1 had all
times through a sieve. Place lu a botsorts of trouble with that family.
tle or in tins until required for use
Tom Parsons of Eugluud does nut be
ieve In large'flocks cither for breeding The carbonate of soda removes the
or laying.
He says: "If 1 had tweuty
grease from the teeth and prevents deacres of laud or fifty acres of laud To
cay. anil the powdered orris root keeps
the gums healthy.
set out In poultry, this Is exactly the
way I should do It, after all my exI am positive that you
experieuce.
Resigned to It.
would make $2 per bird on thut sysTaking oneself too seriously Is suptem.
The birds lay much better when
to
au
be
liosetl
American trait.
At
you keep thirty or fifty together than \ any rate. It U found In America. The
do
In
a
500
and
are
flock,
late
they
you
Eduard Everett Hale in "We. the
more free from disease.”
People." cites a remark of Thomas
is
a
condition
that
overcrowding
Carlyle apropos of this habit
mast be avoided.
It ha tbe breeder of
Margaret Fuller had perhaps taken
Ilia—of
disaster.
It often puts
many
herself the least bit too seriously. She
the veteran to his wits' eud Jo tight off ; had said that she had determined “to
the evil results. If It puzzles the man I accept the universe."
who has been "In harness" for years
“She had better.” said Carlyle.
what can be expected of tbe novice I
wfto has it all to learn? Overcrowding
Widow With Live Husband.
j
does not only apply to our flocks of I
When an otherwise Industrious. Ood
fowls, but if' equally refers to the
fearing and considerate head of a famchicks In the brooders and the runs.
ily makes up bis mind to go in for polThere most be room so tbe fowls can ! itics his wilo
would Just as well make
exercise, and there must be peace in up her mind that she Is
going to hare
the family.
Small flocks are always n touch of the
experience of being a
more peaceable than large ones. There
widow with a lire husband.—Houston
is less nagging.
Contented bens are Poet
the egg producers.
■

ng

Sh'ittltMinride

j

|

Whsat For Poultry.
With the new crop of wheat coming
In. the price has been considerably reduced. and poultry breeders can afford
to feed more of it than they have been
able to do when It was so high In price.
Wheat comes nearer to the Ideal poultry food than any other grain, and
when the price Is anywhere within
bounds, It la good policy to make it the
main portion of the hen'a rations.
—

Willing to Bo Studied.
“What is that class of girls dotngr
“Studying fossils.”
“Welt I used to object to being called one. but I guess I'll own up to It
now."—Kansas City Journal.
And Tie a Ribbon on the Shovel.
Mrs. Toungbride (to hired glrlJ-Next

Mary, you’d better scrub

out the botof the coal bln. The coal is com;
lng to day.—Boston Transcript
t
tom

HELPS HEADACHE
Remedy

A Sure

You think with your head, but you
You fee®
work with your stomach.
feeds
your stomach, but your stomach
the
your brain, blood and muscle with
food which it must first digest. \Nhea
the stomach goes wrong, the head goe*
wrong. When you get a sick headache,

help

your

stomach

with

“L.

r.

wood's Medicine, and your htad *“
Here
soon clear and
stop aching.
one of many letters to prove it:

Witerville. Maine.
Atwood*
My husband is taking the "L F.".
Medicine now for dyspepsia and it i*
aloof
can
8«
him. We do not feel that we
without it. I have taken it for heada^Se
it haa cured me entirely.
Mas. Assam C. 1-pci.5440. Boa
R.

Buy

a 35c
or write

F.

D.

No.

bottle at your nearest
today for a free samp

■

store,
FREE.—"Ya Olds Songs" words
of sixty populsr songs sent free
from

rcceipj^

outside yellow wrappers
Medic
together with your opinion of our
3

PoetUod.

MEDICINE CO,

“I Don’t Fool
That fa what

a

lot of

Good”

peopla teU

Llguallytlsfarboepglg only need clean*0*-

youM^®-

will do Uia trick and make
one
We know thia poaitiYdy..Takei
tonight. Sold only by ue, 10 cent*.
K. a Moore.

^*

I" ™42

YEARS’ SERVICE

protector of savings. Thousands
1
of doll- rs handed to deposit^**
interest. Give YOUR »P«JJP money
as

this

security

Hancock Ca.

and

cbanc*0M>*ro-»-

Snmjj/brt Ellswort^

